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ABSTRACT
Elmer, Mathias. DMA. The University of Memphis. December, 2017. Conducting and Ensemble
Direction 1500 to 1800: The Evidence of Selected Theorists. Major Professor: Dr. Kenneth
Kreitner.
This dissertation discusses writings on conducting and ensemble direction from 1500 to 1800
with a focus on time-beating technique, the development of modern conducting patterns, and the
function of the most common types of ensemble direction in the eighteenth century: the
Kapellmeister, the keyboardist-leader, the violinist-leader, and the double-leadership.
Evidence are writings of selected theorists from the sixteenth to the eighteenth century;
all primary sources which are originally written in either German, French, or Italian are revised
and presented with a side-by-side English translation.
The examination on time-beating includes treatises from 1532 until 1768 by the theorists
Martin Agricola, Etienne Loulié, Johann Beer, and Johann Adolph Scheibe. The differentiation
between the French and Italian conducting technique of the seventeenth century is discussed with
the French theorist Jean-Jacques Rousseau.
The development of modern conducting patterns is presented by the French and Italian
theorists Lorenzo Penna, Michel de Saint-Lambert, Michel Pignolet de Montéclair, and HenriLouis Choquel. Also incorporated is a brief discussion on left-handed conducting.
The eighteenth century unfolds a variety of types of ensemble direction and I discuss the
most common types of ensemble directing executed by the Kapellmeister, a double-leadership
concept with Kapellmeister and concertmaster, keyboardist-leader, and the direction by a
violinist-leader. At the end of this dissertation there are thoughts toward a prospect of historically
informed conducting.
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INTRODUCTION
Hector Berlioz’s Grand traité d’instrumentation et d’orchestration modernes1 from
1843/44 and his addendum De l’Art du chef d’Orchestre2 about orchestral conducting of 1855, as
well as Richard Wagner’s textbook Über das Dirigieren3 from 1869 have always been regarded
as among the earliest published textbooks on conducting or leading an ensemble. The German
conductor and teacher Hermann Scherchen (1891-1966) wrote his Handbuch des Dirigierens4 in
1929, and in Chapter 1 “The Student’s Curriculum,” he refers to Berlioz’s treatise by saying
“some kind of practical study of instrumentation on the lines set by the Berlioz-Strauss treatise is
recommended.”5 Richard Strauss (1864-1949) edited Berlioz’s treatise in 1909. Scherchen’s
recommendation to study the chapters on instrumentation somewhat implies that his students
should—in regard to conducting technique—focus on his teacher’s textbook.
Gunther Schuller (1925-2015), an American composer and conductor, published The
Compleat Conductor in 1997 and mentions the two textbooks by Berlioz and Wagner in part II,
“A History of Conducting,” as follows: “while Berlioz and Wagner also saw the art of
conducting as a sacred trust, presupposing the broadest contacts with other arts, they both
expressed their views in more specifically stylistic, interpretational and technical, even polemical

1

Hector Berlioz, Grand traité d’instrumentation et d’orchestration modernes (Paris: Schonenberger,

1844).
2

Hector Berlioz, Grand traité d’instrumentation et d’orchestration modernes: et De l’Art du chef
d’orchestre, 2nd ed. (Paris: Schonenberger, 1855).
3
Richard Wagner, Über das Dirigieren (Berlin: Edition Holzinger, 2015). [Originally published Leipzig:
C. F. Kahnt, 1869].
4

Hermann Scherchen, Handbook of Conducting, trans. M. D. Calvocoressi (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1989).
5

Ibid., 5.

1

and critically negative, terms.”6 Yet Schuller gives credit to Berlioz by the statement “Berlioz
was one of the first to emphasize on writing that the beat in conducting had to acquire, apart
from its time-beating function, an expressive/aesthetic significance, combining the technical with
the expressive.”7 The Hungarian conductor and composer George Szell (1897-1970), music
director of the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra from 1946 to 1970, and friend and colleague of
Max Rudolf (1902-1995), wrote a foreword to Rudolf’s The Grammar of Conducting,8 which
was first published in 1950.
According to Szell, Rudolf’s textbook is much more comprehensive in terms of
conducting technique and goes beyond any books which have been written before: “The standard
work books by Berlioz, Wagner, Weingartner, and others, deal almost exclusively with artistic
and interpretational problems, while the many other books either confine themselves to the most
elementary instruction, or fail to organize the more intricate and subtle details into a workable
system.”9
While studying earlier writings on conducting, the research led me to the topic of timebeating and ensemble direction in the time span of 1500 to 1800, where I have found fascinating
similarities that have been quite remarkable and eye-opening to me. A comprehensive textbook
on conducting in a modern sense does not exist from this period. Yet there are a lot of hints and
ideas which support the conducting technique one applies nowadays. My intent in this
dissertation is to present primary sources from the years 1500-1800, which are not recognized

6

Gunther Schuller, The Compleat Conductor (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997), 69.

7

Ibid., 79.

8

Max Rudolf, The Grammar of Conducting: A Practical Study of Modern Baton Technique, 1st ed. (New
York: G. Schirmer, Inc., 1950).
9

Ibid., viii.
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enough regarding the history of conducting, and my intent is to bring them to the light they
deserve and classify them as important sources in the field of conducting and its development.
All those primary sources are either written in old German, Italian, or French, and my
approach is to edit them to the present language practice by providing an English side-by-side
translation. Let me give a short introduction to my main primary sources:
Martin Agricola (1486-1556), a German composer and theorist, discusses the vertical
time-beating technique in his treatise Musica figuralis deudsch from 1532.10 He gives musical
examples with a clear instruction where the two vertical beats have to be placed. The French
theorist and pedagogue Etienne Loulié (1654-1702) introduces in his treatise Éléments ou
Principes de Musique from 1696 several time-signatures and develops time-beating by the
prospect of giving a down-beat twice.11 Johann Beer (1655-1700), Austrian composer, musician,
writer and poet stresses in his treatise Musicalische Discurse from 1719 that the craft of directing
an ensemble needs to be trained and therefore is not a gift of God.12 He further gives interesting
insights between the relationship of a conductor and his ensemble.
The most comprehensive early approach of discussing time-beating was presented by the
German-Danish theorist and composer Johann Adolph Scheibe (1708-1776). In his collected
edition Der critische Musikus from 1738-45, Scheibe not only talks about the importance of
having an “efficient” beating technique, he even goes a step further by presenting ideas such as

10
Martin Agricola, Musica figuralis deudsch (Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 2011). [Originally published
Wittenberg: Georg Rhaw, 1532].
11

Etienne Loulie, Éléments ou Principes de Musique (Paris: Christophe Ballard, 1696).

12

Johann Beer, Musicalische Discurse (Nuremberg: P. C. Monath, 1719).
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how to rehearse effectively while continually being accepted by the musicians.13 Jean-Jacques
Rousseau (1712-1778), a francophone composer, writer, and philosopher, distinguished in some
detail between French and Italian beating patterns in his Dictionnaire de musique of 1768.14
The development of modern conducting patterns was examined at first by the Italian
composer and theorist Lorenzo Penna (1613-1693) and his treatise Li Primi Albori Musicali per
li Principianti della Musica Figurata from 1679, in which he devotes an entire chapter to the
beat and articulates that a down-beat and up-beat consists of four parts: a clear indication of a
horizontal motion.15 The treatise Les Principes du Clavecin from the French cembalist, teacher,
and composer Michel de Saint-Lambert (c.1700), was published in 1702 and it marks a milestone
in regard to conducting technique: for the first time, we have a clear 4/4 pattern exposed as
figure.16 With Saint-Lambert’s treatise the synthesis of a 4/4 pattern by giving a figure, followed
by the development of a 3/4 pattern, is quite remarkable. Michel Pignolet de Montéclair (16671737) published his Principes de Musique in 1736 and mentions the 4/4 pattern like SaintLambert, yet with a differentiation of the beating level, therefore an important development from
Saint-Lambert’s conducting pattern.17

13

Johann Adolph Scheibe, Der critische Musikus, 2nd ed. (Hamburg: Rudolf Beneke, 1740).

14

Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Dictionnaire de musique (Paris: Chez la veuve Duchnese, 1768).

15

Lorenzo Penna, Li Primi Albori Musicali per li Principianti della Musica Figurata (Bologna: Giacomo
Monti, 1679). [Modern facsimile of the 1696 edition, Bologna: Formi Editore, 1969].
16

Michel de Saint-Lambert, Les Principes du Clavecin (Amsterdam: Estienne Roger, 1702). [Rebecca
Harris-Warrick, Principles of the Harpsichord by Monsieur de Saint Lambert, Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1984].
17

Michel Pignolet de Montéclair, Principes de Musique (Paris: L’auter, 1736).
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In his treatise La Musique rendue sensible par la Méchanique; ou, nouveau système pour
apprendre facilement la Musique soi-même from 1762, the French musician Henri-Louis
Choquel (1702-1767), discusses left-handed conducting, a subject that remains controversial 250
years later.18
The eighteenth century saw considerable growth in the number and variety of ensembles
needing conductors, and therefore an increasing number of conducting specialties: church music,
opera, and court music made different demands on the conductor, and within each, different
venues (for example, large cathedral vs. chapel) had different requirements. Opera at that time
was held in theaters in a variety of cities: Turin, Venice, Bologna, Milan, Naples, Florence,
Piacenza, and Rome as cities in Italy. Theaters in France had been in Paris, Versailles, Bordeaux,
Lille, Lyons, Marseilles, Nantes, Toulouse, and the Académie Royale de Musique in Paris.
Dresden, Darmstadt, Berlin, Vienna, Stuttgart, and Koblenz were prominent theatre cities in
Germany.19
Court music was predominant in Germany, since the German-speaking lands in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were a patchwork of principalities such as kingdoms,
dukedoms, free cities, ecclesiastical states, and others, over 300 distinct political entities in all.20
The organization into a court (Hof) was ruled by an individual sovereign—an emperor, king,

18

Henri-Louis Choquel, La Musique rendue sensible par la Méchanique; ou, nouveau système pour
apprendre facilement la Musique soi-même (Paris: Christophe Ballard, 1762).
19

Spitzer and Zaslaw, The Birth of the Orchestra: History of an Institution (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2005), 142-43, 204-12, 228-31.
20

Walter H. Bruford, Germany in the Eighteenth Century: The Social Background of a Literary Revival
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1952), 7.
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prince, duke, or bishop—surrounded and assisted by family, nobility, bureaucrats, artisans,
soldiers, and servants.21
In France, the orchestra in the seventeenth century can be regarded as a de facto royal
monopoly under Louis XIV, and the orchestra represented and symbolized the French monarchy
and the absolutist system to the world.22 A totally different system from those in Germany and
France prevailed in Italy: both opera and church music were predominant there. Orchestral works
were performed during mass or in theaters. The venue for oratorios was usually a church while
serenatas were most often performed outdoors and sometimes in a theater.23
The German composer, singer, writer, lexicographer, diplomat, and theorist Johann
Mattheson (1681-1764) wrote his treatise Der vollkommene Capellmeister in 1739 and it is a
valuable source: he discusses conducting, direction, production, and the execution of a concert,
plus rare information on the performance practice of the early century.24 After Johann Mattheson
we will come back to Johann Adolph Scheibe (1708-1776) and his Der critische Musikus. The
German violist and author Johann Christoph Koch (1749-1816) wrote his Musikalisches Lexicon
in 1802.25 With the presentation of Koch’s statement on the duties and function of a
Kapellmeister we arrive at the beginning of the nineteenth century.

21

Spitzer and Zaslaw, The Birth of the Orchestra, 213.

22

Ibid., 180.

23

Ibid., 154.

24

Johann Mattheson, Der vollkommene Capellmeister (Hamburg: Christian Herold, 1739).

25

Heinrich Christoph Koch, Musikalisches Lexicon (Frankfurt am Main: August Hermann dem Jüngeren,

1802).
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It is obvious that Koch’s ideas go far beyond the aforementioned sources due to his
advantage of living in a later period. The purpose of presenting Koch’s Musikalisches Lexicon is
to give the reader a deeper insight into the duties of a Kapellmeister by comparing his
observations to the others. Koch stresses that a Kapellmeister should focus on the vocal parts,
while the concertmaster takes care of all instrumentalists. Obviously he is referring to a double
direction system with Kapellmeister and concertmaster. Directing from the keyboard is presented
by Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach’s (1714-1788) treatise Versuch über die wahre Art das Clavier zu
spielen from 1753.26 He stresses that one cannot perform well without the accompaniment of a
keyboard instrument. The type of ensemble direction with a double-leadership will be presented
by the German musicologist Georg Schünemann (1884-1945) who examined this type of
leadership in his dissertation Geschichte des Dirigierens from 1913.27
Johann Joachim Quantz (1697-1773) discusses the duties and function of a violinistleader in his treatise Versuch einer Anweisung die Flöte traversière zu spielen from 1752 by
pointing out the advantages of having an ensemble led by the violin.28 Four years later, Leopold
Mozart (1719-1787) aims similar concepts in his Versuch einer gründlichen Violinschule from
1756.29 While travelling through France and Italy, Charles Burney (1726-1814), an English
music historian, composer, and musician observed many live performances. His observations are

26

Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach, Versuch über die wahre Art das Clavier zu spielen, 5th ed. vol. 2 (Leipzig:
C. F. Kahnt, 1925).
27

Georg Schünemann, Geschichte des Dirigierens (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1913).

28
Johann Joachim Quantz, Versuch einer Anweisung die Flöte traversière zu spielen (Berlin: Johann
Friedrich Voß, 1752).
29

Leopold Mozart, Versuch einer gründlichen Violinschule, 4th ed. (Augsburg: Johann Jacob Lotter und
Sohn, 1800). [On the Fundamental Principles of Violin Playing, trans. Editha Knocker, 2nd ed. Oxford, Oxford
University Press, 1948].
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recorded in his textbooks The Present State of Music in France and Italy30 from 1771, and in The
Present State of Music in Germany, the Netherlands, and United Provinces31 from 1773.
Johann Friedrich Reichardt (1752-1814), a German composer, writer and music critic
talks also about violin-direction in volume 1 of his Briefe eines aufmerksamen Reisenden from
1774.32 At the end I will provide a prospect of historically informed conducting by a discussion
and examination on the eighteenth-century practices and an application to present-day
performances. Research on conducting and ensemble direction from 1500 to 1800 is very closely
related to historically informed performance (HIP), a trend which became a musical force to be
reckoned with in the 1970s, and in which an enormous amount of research regarding period
performance has since been undertaken and successfully applied. This dissertation is structured
into four chapters which are presented in chronological order:
Chapter 1: Time-beating
The time-beating technique was predominantly exercised with a vertical movement, and
we can divide between two different styles: the noisy time-beating by stomping on the floor with
either the foot or a long stick, and the technique by using a roll of paper or a piece of wood. This
technique continued throughout the eighteenth century. The ancient term can be traced back to
the years before Christ. The oldest recorded quote about time-beating goes back to the year 709
B.C. Frederick Krautmann, a classical scholar of the University of Heidelberg, translated an

30

Charles Burney, The Present State of Music in France and Italy, 2nd ed. (London: T. Becket & Co.,

1773).
31

Charles Burney, The Present State of Music in Germany, the Netherlands, and United Provinces
(London: T. Becket & Co., 1773).
32
Johann Friedrich Reichardt, Briefe eines aufmerksamen Reisenden die Musik betreffend, vol. 1
(Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 1777).
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ancient Greek tablet in his treatise Discovery of Ancient Greek Tablets Relative to Music in 1825
as “the giver of time beat with his stave up and down in equal movements so that all might keep
together.”33 All primary sources listed at the beginning of the introduction will be examined in
this chapter and the reader will recognize that time-beating has been implemented very
coherently, showing that a horizontal line or phrase was not necessary at all.
Chapter 2: The Development of the Modern Conducting Patterns
It seems logical that time-beating with the vertical motion has its limitation. The idea of
dividing the beat into two segments, such as down-up or in a triple meter down-down-up has
come to a limit through the rise of larger ensembles that needed special coordination (especially
in the case of combinations of orchestra and choral institutions). Composers and theorists of the
seventeenth century came to the conclusion that the “only” vertical conducting motion is not
sufficient enough anymore. I am providing an overview of how the conducting patterns
developed in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries from the primary sources by Penna, SaintLambert, Montéclair, and Choquel.
Chapter 3: Various Types of Ensemble Direction
In Europe there had been various types of ensemble direction. At the time of the late
Baroque period, (circa 1685-1750) ensemble direction was accomplished by a diversity of
different types of leaders: the time-beater, the Kapellmeister, the keyboardist-leader, the
violinist-leader, and the concept of a double-leadership with Kapellmeister and concertmaster.

33

Professor Murchard, “Discovery of Ancient Greek Tablets Relative to Music,” The Harmonicon: A
Journal of Music 3 (April, 1825), 56, accessed October 3, 2017, http://www.libraryofdance.org/manuals/1825Pinnock-Harmonicon_I_(Goog).pdf. Cited in Elliott W. Galkin, A History of Orchestral Conducting (New York:
Pendragon Press, 1988), 245.
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Which one of these would be in charge much depended on the genre, the venue, and which
country (also city) they worked in.
Chapter 4: Conclusions: Toward a Prospect of Historically Informed Conducting
This section will include a discussion of the prospect of historically informed conducting,
with the definition of what it means in terms of execution, what it means for the music, and if it
can be applied on the basis of the information we have. I also consider the five types of ensemble
direction that can be done in the twenty-first century in order to achieve a combination of
historically informed practice and historically informed conducting.
A Note on Figures
Many of the treatises I quote and translate below are interspersed with musical examples
and other brief illustrations. I have chosen to reproduce the musical examples exactly as they are
in the original, and to treat them as part of the text and translation, rather than as separate figures.
Conventional figures and other illustrations will be numbered and captioned as usual.

10

CHAPTER 1
TIME-BEATING
Writings in music theory from the sixteenth century throughout the seventeenth century
were published in several languages in Europe. Some of them were held rudimentary and
sometimes cheaply printed. (Most of the treatises are now public domain and available via the
website www.imslp.org). There are a lot of theoretical treatises with many different purposes:
some of them deal with conducting in more or less detail, some use conducting terms to explain
tempo and meter, some merely remark on characteristics, such as noisiness of objectionable
conductors. They do discuss conducting; time-beating is normally a large part of the discussion.
Often there are statements about directors with a less comprehensive technique; consequently
they give advice on how to improve one’s conducting abilities and to reduce the obvious
unsatisfactory circumstance of having a noisy conductor. In sixteenth- and seventeenth-century
treatises, it can generally be observed that time-beating was always associated with the motions
of the “hand and heart,”1 and “linked to an understanding of time as a measurement of motion.”2
The contemporary American theorist Roger Mathew Grant defines the beating in his
recent published monograph Beating Time and Measuring Music in the Early Modern Era as
follows: “The beat was thought of as both a physical act—the movement of a hand through
space, for instance—and a description of temporal passage.”3 He differentiates that before the
eighteenth century “the beat was a temporal concept that was made explicable through motion

1
Roger Mathew Grant, Beating Time and Measuring Music in the Early Modern Era (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2014), 9.
2

Ibid., 15.

3

Ibid., 2.

11

and bound up with notated durations and tempo,”4 and that “the eighteenth century’s multiplicity
of measures shifted the focus of explanation away from the physical implementation of the beat
onto the relationship between timekeeping and notation.”5 At the present time, the word beat “is
either a verb with physical implications or a noun that indicates an abstract temporal interval.”6
There are explanations of the basic elements such as its signs, shapes, and durations, and some of
them include definitions of the terms modus, tempus, and prolatio.7 Grant points out that “in
these texts, the beat is a lowering and raising of the hand—sometimes the foot, the finger, or the
heart—that measures and organizes the notated durations in accordance with the structure of
mensuration.”8
One hundred years earlier than Grant, the German musicologist Georg Schünemann
(1884-1945) discusses time-beating in his dissertation Geschichte des Dirigierens from 1913
very similarly:
Der Takt wurde gleichmässig, fast
mechanisch geschlagen, so dass er den
Musikern als Orientierungsmittel diente und
keine Tempoänderungen innerhalb eines
Tonstücks zuliess. Die rhythmischen
Gliederungen waren durch die Noten und ihre
Mensurierung vorgezeichnet, jede
Beschleunigung oder Verlangsamung des
Taktschlagens wurde vermieden, da eine
Tempoänderung im Verlauf eines Tonsatzes

4

Ibid.

5

Ibid.

6

Ibid.

7

Ibid., 16.

8

Ibid.

The beat was evenly, almost mechanically
beaten so that it served the musicians as a
guide and did not allow any changes in tempo
within a piece of music. The rhythmic
outlines were marked by the notes and their
mensuration, [and] any acceleration or
deceleration of the beat was avoided, as a
change in the tempo in the course of a
musical movement was indicated by the
change of the time signature.

12

durch den Wechsel der Taktzeichen angezeigt
wurde.9
From both sources it is apparent that time-beating was mainly related, in Grant’s terms, a
“temporal concept,” and combined with “notated durations and tempo.” The beating itself was
not executed in a comprehensive or elegant way as one conducts nowadays. There are countless
passages from well-known historians and musicologists describing time-beating, and some of
them are just hilarious. For example “screaming and stomping elephants and boobies, trampling
idiots which totally disturb the actual tune through their behavior in front of a choir or an
ensemble.”10
While searching for evidence on time-beating in the second half of the eighteenth
century, I found the textbook Einige der Vornehmsten Pflichten eines Kapellmeisters oder
Musikdirektors, written in 1782 by the German writer and composer Carl Ludwig Junker (17481797). Junker’s textbook discusses the duties of a Kapellmeister by providing necessary advice
on topics regarding the duties of a Kapellmeister. A sample of the topics discussed are: the
proper tuning of the instruments, how to set up an ensemble, the tempo and its relation to
conducting, and the politics of a Kapellmeister. At the end of his textbook he mentions the timebeating technique, which, he must have observed by himself at the end of the eighteenth century:
Zuletzt, das ewige shht...shht... rufen, unter
dem Vortrag eines Stücks, oder noch
schlimmer, das Gestampfe mit dem Fuss, dass
zwar, nur bei kleinen Musikleins noch übrig
zu sein scheint, zu geschweige, dass es wider
allen Wohlstands ist, und die Seele ganz an
der ruhigen Folge hindert, ganz von dem
Punkt trennt, an den sie sich geheftet hatte,

9

Finally, the never-ending heckles
“shht…shht...” or even worse stomping with
the foot in a performance is against any
decency. Even though it seems to only remain
in smaller and minor ensembles, it still
prevents and separates the soul from its

Georg Schünemann, Geschichte des Dirigierens (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1913), 65.

10

Johann Beer, Musicalische Discurse (Nuremberg: P. C. Monath, 1719).
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empört auch noch die Spieler, durch
Kränkung der Eigenliebe, oder Stolzes, und
stiftet Kaltblütigkeit, und Verachtung.
In öffentlichen Musiken, muss sich der
Kapellmeister dieser Zuchtrute ganz
enthalten, bei Proben einschränken, und nur
da gebrauchen, wo sie nötig ist.12

peaceful sequence.11 It further outrages the
musicians through insulting of self-absorption
or pride, and fosters cold-bloodedness and
contempt.
In public performances, the Kapellmeister has
to abstain himself entirely from this
discipline-rod,13 restrict it to rehearsals, and
only use it where it is necessary.

Carl Ludwig Junker refers to the noisy time-beating and clearly suggested that this
technique should be only applied in rehearsals. He says that time-beating began to disappear and
only remained in practice in smaller and minor ensembles; yet I was taken by surprise that
stomping with the foot was still in practice at the end of the eighteenth century. Let us now begin
with the first primary source.
Martin Agricola: Musica figuralis deudsch, 1532
Agricola’s treatise consists of twelve chapters explaining components of the notational
system, including signs of mensuration with its augmentation, diminution, and proportional
relationships. The mensuration system is divided into three parts: modus, tempus, and prolatio.
They describe the various types of duration with maximas and longas, a common concept for
sixteenth-century texts. Agricola’s chapter “Vom Schlag oder Takt” provides a discussion on the
beat and explains how full and half measures should be conducted in a different manner:
Vom Schlag oder Takt:
Der Takt oder Schlag, wie er allgemein
genommen wird, ist eine stete und mässige

From beat or measure:
The measure or beat is usually understood as
a steady and measured motion of the hand of

11

I assume that Junker means that the natural flow and feeling of the music would be disturbed by the noisy
time-beating.
12

Carl Ludwig Junker, Einige der Vornehmsten Pflichten eines Kapellmeisters oder Musikdirektors
(Winterthur: Steiner, 1782), 48. Munich: Bavarian State Library Digital, 37, accessed October 15, 2017,
http://reader.digitale-sammlungen.de/resolve/display/bsb10598779.html.
13

Junker is referring to a rod which apparently was brutally used to discipline the musicians.
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Bewegung der Hand des Sängers, durch
welche gleichsam und Richtigkeit, nach
Ausweisung der Zeichen, die Gleichheit der
Stimmen und Noten des Gesangs recht
geleitet und gemessen wird. Denn es müssen
sich alle Stimmen, so der Gesang wohl soll
lauten, darnach richten. Darum ist es nichts
anderes, als ein rechtes und bequemes Mass
der drei Grad Modi, Tempi, und Prolationis.
Auch wie oben erwähnt, so viel Zeichen sind,
und der Takt darnach gerichtet und
verwandelt wird. So wird er in dreierlei Takt
im Gesange wie folgt angewendet:

the singer, through which—like a device—the
notes of the song are directed and measured in
accordance with the mensuration signs. This
applies to all voices according to their
singing. Therefore, it is nothing more than a
right and convenient measure of the three
degrees modes, tempi, and prolatio. As
mentioned above, there are three signs, after
the measure is directed and transformed
accordingly. Thus it is applied in three
different types of beats as follows:

Der ganze Takt:
Ist, welcher eine unverringerte Semibrevis
oder eine Breuem in der Hälfte verringert, mit
seiner Bewegung, begreift, wie im Exempel
vorher aufgeführt.

The whole measure:
Is which diminishes an unchanged semibreves
or a breve reduced by half, with its
movement, comprehended, as stated in the
example before.

Der halbe Takt:
Ist der halbe Teil vom ganzen, und wird auch
darum so benannt, dass er halb so viel, als der
ganze Takt ist, das ist eine Semibrevis in der
Hälfte verringert, oder eine unverringerte
Minima mit seiner Bewegung, dass ist mit
dem Niederschlagen und Aufheben
ausgeführt, wie oben angeführt.14

The half measure:
Is the half part of the whole and is also called
to be half as much of the whole measure, a
semi-breve reduced by half, or a diminished
minima with its movement by the down-beat
and up-beat as stated above.

Agricola provides examples of how those aforementioned measures should be conducted:
Vom ganzen und halben Takt eine Figur:
Das Niederschlagen und Aufheben macht
allezeit einen Takt. Und wird der halbe noch
so rasch als der ganze Takt geschlagen, wie
folgt:15

Of the whole and half measure an example:
Striking down and lifting up always makes a
bar. And half as fast as the whole strike is
struck, as follows:
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Martin Agricola, Musica figuralis deudsch (Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 2011), 100-101.
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Ibid.
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In the figure above, Agricola indicates the vertical motions of time-beating by telling us
how the measure is divided and therefore should be executed: each measure is equally grouped
into two segments of nid (down) and auf (up).
Der Proportionen-Takt:
Ist ein Takt mit drei Semibreven, als in Tripla
oder drei Minimas wie in Prolatio perfekta
beschrieben. Vom Proportionen-Takt eine
Unterrichtung:16

The proportional measure:
Is a measure with three semibreves as
described in tripla or three minimas as in
perfect prolatio. Of the proportional measure
an illustration:

The treatment in a proportional measure with 2:1 relation is different compared to the
“duple” examples above. The relation 2:1 is expressed in the beating pattern by giving beat one
and three. This shows that a horizontal conducting motion is not yet common at the time. One
can see the limitations the time-beater has; only indicating the down and up motion can cause

16

Ibid., 102.
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certain problems, especially in regard to ensemble singing and playing: showing a phrase by only
a vertical beating pattern is almost impossible. To pursue and express a phrase it is essential for a
conductor to show the horizontal line, to allow the musician to relax and feel the phrase much
better than simply beating in a vertical manner. Another limitation: if one wants to divide a
compound meter only vertically, this will become quite difficult and almost unreadable for the
musician.
Etienne Loulié: Éléments ou Principes de Musique, 1696
In his treatise Éléments ou Principes de Musique from 1696, the French theorist Etienne
Loulié (1654-1702), Maître de musique in Paris, gives specific directions of conducting with a
detailed guide of different meters, and several conducting patterns. Loulié refers to the Italian
practice and begins with the proposition that there is a first and a second down-beat (frapper) and
a first and second up-beat (lever). The distribution of these beats depends on the time signature
and the tempo. He defines the measure and its beat as follows:
La Mesure est un nombre de Battements
égaux qui servent à régler la durée des Sons.
C’est-à-dire que la Mesure sert à faire
demeurer sur les Notes plus ou moins de
temps à proportion de leur valeur.

The measure is a number of equal beats which
are used to regulate the duration of sound.
That means the measure serves to keep the
notes more or less in proportion and its value.

Battement est un petit mouvement du pied ou
de la main, qui se fait de bas en haut.17

Beating time is a small movement of the foot
or hand, which is done from down to up.

According to Loulié, there is only one option in a two-part measure: one down-beat and
one up-beat. In a triple meter there are several options:
Le Battement qui se fait en bas s’appelle
Frapper. Le Battement qui se fait en haut
s’appelle Lever. Il y a deux Frappers: 1st

17

The beat that is done downwards is called
down-beat. The beat that is done upwards is
called up-beat. There are two down-beats: 1st
DOWN-BEAT [and] 2nd DOWN-BEAT.

Etienne Loulié, Éléments ou Principes de Musique (Paris: Christophe Ballard, 1696), 30.
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FRAPPER 2nd FRAPPER. Il y a deux
Levers: 1st LEVER 2nd LEVER.

There are two up-beats: 1st UP-BEAT [and]
2nd UP-BEAT.

Le Battement s’appelle encore Temps.
Le Temps est proprement la durée d’un
Battement jusqu’au commencement d’un
autre Battement. Mesure se prend encore dans
un autre sens, pour la durée des Temps depuis
un premier frapper, jusqu’à un autre premier
frapper. Mouvement est la vitesse ou la
lenteur des Battements. La Mesure et le
Mouvement sont des choses différents, nous
en avons un exemple dans le Menuet et dans
la Sarabande qui sont de même Mesure de
trois Temps, et qui neantmoins sont de
mouvements differents; les Temps de Menuet
étant bien plus vite que ceux de la Sarabande.

The beat is still called time. Time is properly
the duration of a beat until the beginning of
another. Measure is taken again in another
direction for the duration of time from a first
down-beat until another first down-beat.
Movement is the speed or the slowness of the
beat. Measure and movement are different
things; we have an example of them in the
Menuet and the Sarabande, which are the
same measure of three beats, but are
nevertheless of different movements; the
beats of the Menuet being much livelier than
those of the Sarabande.

Il y a six sortes de Mesure, sçavoir:
De deux Temps.
De trois Temps.
De quatre Temps.
De six Temps.
De neuf Temps.
De douze Temps.

There are six kinds of measure:
Of two-time.
Of three-time.
Of four-time.
Of six-time.
Of nine-time.
Of twelve-time.

Toutes ces six differentes Mesures se
marquent chacune par differents Caraçteres
qu’on appelle Signes des Mesures, et qui se
mettent aprés la clef.18

All these six different measures are marked
by different characters which are called signs
of measures and are placed after the key.

One can see the difference between Agricola and Loulié regarding the vertical down-andup motion. While Agricola divides the beat symmetrically by down and up, Loulié realizes that a
down- and upbeat can be given twice. Therefore we are heading into a direction of a more
comprehensive control of the conductor, yet still in a vertical manner. Next are the six different
measures he mentions above.

18

Ibid., 31.
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THE TWO-TIME BEAT
Signes:
De la Mesure à deux Temps, avec leurs noms:

Signs:
From the two-time measure with its names:

La Mesure à deux Temps ne se bat que d’une
maniere, un Frapper et un Lever. Le premiere
et le troizieme quart de chaque Temps sont
plus long: que le dezieme et que le quatrieme
quoy qu’ils soient marquez égaux, dans
quelque Mesure que ce foit.

The two-time beats only in one way, one
down-beat and one up-beat. The first and the
third quarter of each time are longer than the
second and the fourth, although they are equal
in whatever measure.

Quand le Signe est couppée par une Barré,
cela marque qu’il faut battre la Mesure plus
vite.19

When the sign is barred, this indicates that the
more lively measure must be beaten.

Le Ϲ Barré est proprement le Signe de quatre
Temps vite, ₵ neantmoins l’usage vent qu’on
s’on serve pour le Signe de deux Temps lents.

The Ϲ bar is properly the sign of a fast four
time, ₵ nevertheless is used for the sign of
two slow times.

J’ay mis les Silences ou Pause au dessous des
Notes dans tous les Exemples, afin qu’on en
puisse mieux connaître la valeur.20

In order to see the value better I have placed
the rests underneath the notes.

19

Ibid., 32.
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These examples of a two-beat measure are clearly with two beats and there is obviously
no difference with the time-beating treatment of other theorists at that time. Yet Loulié divides
the C bar with the ₵ bar and its difference of a fast, respectively a slow tempo.
THE THREE-TIME BEAT
Signes:
De la Mesure à trois Temps, avec leurs noms:

Signs:
From the triple measure with its names:

Le Triple simple est la même chose que lé
3/4. La Mesure à trois Temps se bat de trois
manieres:
1. Deux Frappers et un Lever pour les
mouvements lents.
2. Un Frapper qui vaut deux Temps, et
un Lever pour les mouvements plus
vite.
3. Un Frapper qui vaut trois Temps pour
les mouvements très-vite.

The simple triple is the same as the 3/4. The
three-time measure is treated in three ways:

La second maniere de battre la Mesure à trois
Temps, semble nest pas conforme à la
definiton de la Mesure, qui porte que la
Mesure est un nombre de battements égaux.

The second way of beating the three-time
measure seems not to conform to the
definition of the measure, which implies that
the measure is a number of equal beats.

Neantmoins il n’y a point de contradiction,
car il faut concevoir que ce Frapper vaut deux
Battements ou Temps, dont chacun est égal au
Lever; si on ne les marque pas distinćtement,
c’est pour une plus grande commodité; cecy
se doit entendre aussi de la troisiéme maniere
de battre la Mesure à trois Temps, où le
Frapper renferme trois Temps, aussi bien que
des Mesures à 6, à 9, et à 12 Temps.21

Yet there is no contradiction for it because we
must conceive that the down-beat is worth
two beats or times, each of which is equal to
the up-beat; it is for greater convenience if
they are not marked separately. This is also to
be understood in the third way of beating the
three-beat measure, in which the down-beat
contains three beats, as well as in meters of 6,
9, and 12.

21

1. Two down-beats and one up-beat for
slow movements.
2. A down-beat held for two beats, and
an up-beat for more lively movements.
3. A down-beat held for three beats for
very fast movements.

Ibid., 33.
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Dans quelque signe de Mesure que ce soit, les
Battements doivent être plus ou moins lents, à
proportion de la valeur de chaque Temps.

In any sign of measure, the beat must be more
or less slow, in proportion to the value of each
time.

Par exemple, le 3/1 se doit battre plus
lentement que le 3/4, parce que dans le 3/1 les
Temps sont des Rondes22, et que dans le 3/4
les temps ne sont que des Noires.

For example, the 3/1 will be beaten more
slowly than the 3/4, because 3/1 times are
made of whole, and 3/4 time are of quarters.23

Dans quelque Mesure que ce soit
particulièrement dans la Mesure à trois
Temps, les demi-temps s’exécutant de deux
manières différentes, quoi que marquez de la
même manière.

In whatever degree, this is particularly so in
the three-beat measure, the half-time being
executed in two different ways, although
marked in the same way.

1. On les fait quelque fois égaux. Cette
manière s’appelle détacher les Notes,
on s’en sert dans les chants dont les
sons se suivent par Degrez
interrompus.
2. On fait quelquefois les premiers demitemps un peu plus longs. Cette
manière s’appelle Lourer. On s’en sert
dans les chants dont les sons se
suivent par Degrez non interrompus.
3. On appelle Degré interrompu
lorsqu’un son est suivi d’un autre son
qui est au troisième ou quatrième
degré et plus du premier soit en

1. Sometimes they are equal. This way is
called detach the notes, we use it in
songs which follows by interrupted
degrees.
2. Sometimes the first half-time are
somewhat longer. This is called
slurred,24 we use it in songs which
follows by uninterrupted degrees.
3. We call it an uninterrupted degree
when a note is followed by a third or
fourth degree, either ascending, or
descending, as re, la, and fa.

22

Loulié defines la Ronde as “une entiere” [whole], and la Noire as “un quart” [quarter].
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That seems to be the beginning of the concept that the meter implies tempo as well.
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Holding the first note of a pair of eighths a little longer.
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montant, soit on descendant, comme
ré, la, fa.25

Il y a encore une troisième manière, où l’on
fait le premier demi-temps beaucoup plus
long que le deuxième, mais le premier demitemps doit avoir un point. On appelle cette
troisieme maniere Piquer, ou Pointer.26

There is still a third way, where the first half
is made much longer than the second half, but
the first half-time must have a point. This is
called 3rd manner piquer [quick], or pointer
[small].27

The way Loulié discusses different options of beating a three-beat measure is quite
fascinating and can be regarded as an important step towards modern conducting. First of all, one
is surprised to read about a 3/8 and a 3/16 beat in a treatise at the end of the seventeenth century.
Loulié’s treatise goes further than any other I have studied on time-beating. Most interesting is
how he provides three different ways of beating a three-beat measure: for a slower tempo he
suggests the motion by two down-beats and one up-beat. This idea of dividing a three-beat
measure with its 2:1 proportion is not new; yet giving the down-beat twice is different. In this
method the conductor can control the ensemble much better in order for them to “be together.”
It is obvious that this idea is related to a slower and steadier tempo. If the tempo is faster,
Loulié recommends omitting the second down-beat, resulting in a 2:1 proportion with two beats
instead of three. If a tempo is very fast the three-beat measure can be led with only one downbeat, an idea which is also very common nowadays. Studying conducting books from our
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Etienne Loulié, Éléments ou Principes de Musique, 34.
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Ibid., 35.
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This concept is referred to as the “inégal” rhythm: notes with equal note values performed with unequal

durations.
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modern days, we notice an analogy: a three-beat measure can be conducted either in one, in
three, or in two by omitting beat three and emphasis on beat two.28 This is therefore not a “new”
conducting technique and supports Loulié’s idea fully.
THE FOUR-TIME BEAT
Signes:
De la mesure à quatre temps,
avec leurs noms:

Signs:
From the four-beat measure
with its names:

La mesure à quatre Temps ne se bat que d’une The four-beat measure can only be executed
maniere, deux Frappers, et deux Levers.
in one way, two down-beats and two up-beats.

Le Ϲ Barré est le Signe de quatre Temps vite.
L’on a dit qu’on se sert aussi du Ϲ Barré pour
le signe de deux Temps lents.

The Ϲ bar is the sign of four equal beats. It
has been said that we also use Ϲ bars for the
sign of two slow times.

Remarquez que le 4/8 le bat en deux Temps,
deux Croches pour chaque Temps pour une
plus grande commodité, mais toutes les
Croches en sont égale, à la difference du 2/4
où la premiere et la troisieme Croches, sont
plus longues que la deuxième et la
quatrième.29

Note that the 4/8 beats in two steps, two
eighth notes for each time for greater
convenience, but all eighth notes are equal,
unlike the 2/4 where the 1st and 3rd eighth
notes are longer than the 2nd and 4th.

28

The technique and different possibilities of conducting a three-beat measure describes Max Rudolf in his
textbook The Grammar of Conducting quite similarly.
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Etienne Loulié, Éléments ou Principes de Musique, 35.
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One notices that the four-beat measure is still treated in a vertical motion and we have not
achieved a horizontal plane yet. Loulié divides the 4/8 beat into two equal units with two eighth
notes per beat.
THE SIX-TIME BEAT
De la Mesure à six Temps, avec leurs noms:

From the six-beat measure with its names:

La Mesure à six Temps se bat de deux
manieres:

The six-beat measure is executed in two
ways:

1. Un premier Frapper qui vaut deux
temps
Un deuxieme Frapper qui vaut un
temps
Un premier Lever qui vaut deux temps
Un deuxieme Lever qui vaut un temps
Cette manière de battre est pour les Airs lents.

1. A 1st down-beat that is worth two
beats
A 2nd down-beat that is worth one
beat
A 1st up-beat that is worth two beats
A 2nd up-beat that is worth one beat
This way of beating is for the slow airs.

2. Un Frapper qui vaut trois Temps
Un Lever qui vaut trois Temps
Cette manière de battre est pour les Airs vite.
Comme cette Mesure est composée de deux
Mesures à trois Temps, les Ecoliers peuvent
la battre à trois Temps en faisant deux
Mesures d’une seule.30

30

2. A down-beat that is worth three beats
An up-beat that is worth three beats
This way of beating is for the lively airs.
Since this measure is composed of two threestep measures, the pupils think of beating it
three times by making two out of one.

Ibid., 36.
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Noteworthy and of further interest is Loulié’s approach of dividing the six-beat measure:
if the six-beat measure is divided into two units, Loulié distinguishes between a faster and a
slower tempo. In a slow tempo, he suggests conducting in four beats, which I find quite
remarkable; conducting a 6/8 meter in four beats is entirely uncommon. If we adopt this
approach with the three examples Loulié gives in the figure above the conducting points would
be as follows (indicated by arrows).

Fig.1.11 Etienne Loulié, Éléments ou Principes de Musique, 36.
He applies this principle of dividing a six-beat measure for all above-mentioned types
such as the 6/16 beat, 6/8 beat, 6/4 beat, and this division is related to a slow tempo. For a faster
tempo he recommends giving only two beats—each one worth of three beats. He further
criticizes that the “pupils” are beating the six-beat consistently beat-by-beat and therefore are
making two beats out of one.
THE NINE-TIME BEAT
De la Mesure à neuf Temps, avec leurs noms:

From the nine-beat measure with its names:

La Mesure à neuf Temps ne se bat que d’une
maniere:
Un premier Frapper qui vaut trois Temps.
Un deuxieme Frapper qui vaut trois Temps.
Un Lever qui vaut trois Temps. La mesure à
neuf Temps est composée de trois Mesures de

The nine-beat measure can only be executed
in one way:
A 1st down-beat that is worth three beats.
A 2nd down-beat that is worth three beats.

25

trois Temps. Elle set peut battre à trois
Temps, trois Mesures pour une seule.31

An up-beat that is worth three beats. The
nine-beat measure consists of three three-beat
units and sets three measures to one.

According to Loulié, the nine-beat measure can be executed in only one way: two downbeats and one up-beat (each one worth three beats). This is the same principle he applies in the
six-four measure. Yet the organization Loulié discusses for the six-beat measure while
conducting four beats per measure cannot be adapted to the nine-beat measure and the reason is
simple: Since time-beating still is only vertical, there is no possibility to divide the nine-beat
measure three times. The same principle is applied to the twelve-beat measure presented below,
in which Loulié proposes to divide the twelve units into two down-beats and two up-beats, and
as a result each down-beat and up-beat has three quarter, eighth, or sixteenth notes.
THE TWELVE-TIME BEAT
De la Mesure à douze Temps, avec leurs
noms:

From the twelve-beat measure with its names:

La Mesure à douze Temps ne se bat que d’une The twelve-beat measure can only be
maniere:
executed in one way:

31
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Un premier Frapper qui vaut trois Temps.
Un deuxieme Frapper qui vaut trois Temps.
Un premier Lever qui vaut trois Temps.
Un deuxieme Lever qui vaut trois Temps.
La Mesure à douze est composée de quatre
Mesures à trois Temps. Elle set peut battre à
trois Temps, quatre Mesures pour une seule.32

A 1st down-beat that is worth three beats.
A 2nd down-beat that is worth three beats.
A 1st up-beat that is worth three beats.
A 2nd up-beat that is worth three beats.
The twelve-beat measure consists of four
three-beat units and sets four measures to one.

Loulié’s treatise indicates an important step in the development of time-beating. If one
compares the rather vague indication made by Agricola in 1532, Loulié realizes several
possibilities between Frapper (down-beat) and Lever (up-beat). If one eliminates the horizontal
beating and applies Loulié’s distribution between down-beat and up-beat it becomes clear that he
invented an important step on time-beating technique. In my opinion, most remarkable is that he
realizes that he can give a down-beat and an up-beat twice, a very modern approach. With this
application the conductor or time-beater suddenly is allowed more possibilities to divide the
meters Loulié provides.
His explanation regarding meters such as 3/4, 6/4, 9/4, and 12/8 require a little more
explanation. The structure of a 3/4 meter is obviously rather simple and constructed by three
quarter notes, dotted half note, half note followed by a quarter note, etc. If you simply ask
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yourself how to beat this measure you will come to the result that you either give three beats by
beating quarter notes, or you decide to conduct the meter in one, namely for faster tempi, as
Loulié describes as “livelier.”
Loulié’s idea, however, goes far beyond those two options. He provides us with three
different ways to conduct the 3/4 meter. They are still very common nowadays and even
mentioned in Chapter 7, “The 1-Beat,” of Max Rudolf’s The Grammar of Conducting, where he
implies a subdivision into three-time and explains that the beat depends upon individual gestures
and the music’s character. He further suggests that one should feel free to vary the pattern and
that several possibilities exist.33
Loulié’s first way is to give two down-beats followed by one up-beat. This application is
still very useful and contains many advantages: for example, if the conductor has to deal with a
section which is rhythmically difficult and held strictly, it makes sense to beat it in a vertical
manner. If one applies the “modern” 3/4 beating technique it would lose its strength because the
second beat would be too far of the conductor’s right and therefore the horizontal line would
reduce the precision one wishes to achieve in such sections.
A way to tighten up Loulié’s idea can be if we distinguish between those three beats in its
magnitude; the first down-beat emphasized, the second reduced (smaller) and the up-beat nearly
the same size as the first down-beat. We will have an efficient conducting technique for a 3/4
meter and it can be applied for rhythmically difficult sections which require a clear beating. This
is especially the case in sections who are slowing down by ritardandos and consequently demand
a subdivided conducting.
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Max Rudolf, The Grammar of Conducting: A Comprehensive Guide to Baton Technique and
Interpretation, 3rd ed. (Belmont: Schirmer, 1995), 64.
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Loulié’s second way by holding the down-beat for two beats and followed by one up-beat
can be simply applied to the opposite situation we had before: if the music calls for an
accelerando the conductor can apply Loulié’s idea and makes the connection between the
previous slower section into a faster section very efficient and smooth. Yet he realizes that this
way would create inequality and a 2:1 proportion. The described third way by holding the downbeat for three beats is applied for faster tempi and is still very common and does not require
further explanation. Let us continue and examine Loulié’s way of conducting compound meters.
Of greater interest is his technique in conducting a 6/8 meter. If one applies his practice
of giving two down-beats and two up-beats the result is that the performer sees four beats in a
six-beat measure. This also needs clarification. If we find a 6/8 meter in a slow tempo it is
obvious that one needs to subdivide the beat, otherwise it will lose its rhythmic construction. If
the 6/8 measure is constructed with quarter/eighth/quarter/eighth, the difficulty lies—if they
appear in more than one instrument—in bringing the two eighth notes together, therefore, the
subdivision he suggests makes completely sense in the way that all four notes are emphasized
and conducted.
He brings the same principal to 9/16 and 12/16 meter; this makes sense since Loulié uses
the same way of dividing the beat into two down-beats followed by an up-beat, respectively two
down-beats followed by two up-beats. In all, a very thorough and comprehensive time-beating
technique at the end of the seventeenth century.
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Johann Beer: Musicalische Discurse, 1719
Johann Beer (1655-1700) was an Austrian composer, musician, writer, and poet. Richard
Alewyn (1902-1979), a specialist in German studies and literary critic, reconstructed Beer’s life
and discovered more than twenty satirical works that had appeared pseudonymously or
anonymously. In Chapter 48, “Von dem modo oder Art und Manier zu taktieren” Beer describes
the type and manner on time-beating of his contemporaries very sarcastically:
Ich erinnere mich, ehedessen ein geschrieben
Büchlein gelesen zu haben, in welchem ganz
umständlich beschrieben stand, wie man
während dem Singen, sitzen und stehen solle,
und habe mich bald schrecklich gelacht, wann
der Autor gewollt, man soll im Sitzen ein
Bein über das andere schlagen.

I remember having read a book, in which it
describes laboriously how to sit and stand
while singing, and I soon laughed terribly as
the author demanded that one should sit with
crossed legs.

Im Stehen das rechte Bein verblincke stellen,
sich mit dem Arm auflehnen, die Hand vors
Ohr halten und dergleichen, dass michs
wundert, warum sich die Leute dergleichen
Allfangereien zuschreiben, nicht verdriessen
lassen.

While standing turn your right leg down, lean
forward with one arm, and hold your hand in
front of your ear; it makes me wonder why
those who are associated with this prank are
not getting frustrated.

Bald sagte der Autor, der und der Kapaun
machte es auch so, bald erzählte er wieder
andere Historien.

Shortly the author said that some castrato or
other does it this way, and soon he told yet
other stories.

Wann ich nun Lust hätte, oder wohl getan
hiesse, die Leute, wie derselbige Kerl getan,
mit nichtswürdigen Lumpereien zu hudeln,
wollte ich manche Figur inventieren, wie der
Takt oder die Battuta solle geschlagen
werden. Allein, cui bono? Zu was nützen
solche Lehren? Ausgelacht wird man damit,
und nicht mehr als billig. Dann was dich nicht
angeht, das sollst du nicht blasen, lass du
einen anderen tactieren, wie er will, und
tactiere du wie du willst, so geschiehet
keinem Unrecht.

If I were to have hurt these people with such
miserable tricks, as this fellow did, then I
would create some figures on how the beat or
the conducting should be done. For whose
benefit is this? For what use are such
doctrines? They laugh at it, and not just
slightly. Because what is not your business
should be of no importance to you. Let
another conduct as he pleases, and if you
conduct as you please, there will be no
injustice to anyone.
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Einer hat einen Stecken ghabt,
so bald sich a Buab verschnagelt hat,
da hat er übern Schädel gschlogn, dass sich da
Stecka hat zama bogn.

One had a stick,
and as soon as a boy was wrong,
he was struck over the head,
causing the stick to bend.

Alle diese und dergleichen Arten können so
ferne passieren, als sie nicht über ihre limites
hinaus schreiten.

All these types and such are permissible so
long as it does not exceed its limits.

Dann würde nicht wohl stehen, wann man
einem Knaben, welcher ein solo sänge, mit
allen beiden Händen (welches nur in vollen
Chören gewöhnlich) die Mensur geben
wollte.

So it would not be a good idea to give the
measure with both hands to a boy who is
singing a solo (this is usually only used in full
choirs).

So würde es auch ein greulich Bild abgeben,
wann der director auf den Chor guter Leute
mit einer Spitzrute von zweien Klafftern
kommen sollte. Summa, ein jeder wird sich
hierinnen pro variatione loci, temporis, &
subjectorum, zu richten wissen.

It would also create a horrible picture if the
director were to come to the choir of good
people with a whip of two cords. In all, each
one will know how to address and direct in a
diverse location, place, time, and subject.

Ich will dem geneigten Leser berichten, dass
ich auf verschiedenen Orten den Takt auf
unterschiedliche Manier geben sehen. An
etlichen Orten haben die Organisten, wann sie
informieren, ein hölzernes Gestell, und in
demselben einen hölzernen Arm, diesen treten
sie mit dem Fuss auf und nieder, dabei habe
ich mich dann fast krank lachen müssen.

To the inclined reader I want to report that I
have seen beating time in different manners
and places. In several places, the organists
have a wooden frame with a wooden arm in
it. They step on it up and down with their feet
which made me almost sick from laughing.

Andere tappen mit dem Fuss wider den
Boden, dass es pufft, und es mit grossem
Ärgernis durch die ganze Kirche schallt. Und
wann derer etliche zusammen tappen, klingt
es nicht viel anders, als ein knappender
Weberstuhl, darinne Meister Michel Teppicht
würket.

Others are tapping their feet against the
ground so that it bangs with great annoyance
throughout the church. And if they tap
together, it does not sound much different
than a high-pitched loom where master
Michel Teppicht operated.

Andere taktieren mit dem Kopf, und wann du
von ferne stehest, und sie heimlich fragst: Bist
du nicht ein Mausekopf? Sprechen sie immer:
Ja, ja, ja, ja.

Others beat time with their head while you
secretly ask yourself from afar; are you not a
tiny-brain? They always say: Yes, yes, yes,
yes.

Andere nehmen zusammen gerolltes Papier in
die Fäuste und vergleichen sich also mit

Others take rolled-up paper in their fists and
compare themselves with war generals who
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denen Kriegs-Generalen, die mit dem
Regiments-Stabe ihre esquadronen
commandieren.

command their squadrons with the regimental
stick.

Etliche führen den Takt mit einer, etliche mit
beiden Händen und stellen sich nicht viel
anders wie Attavan zu Regensburg, da er auf
der Heide gleich dem Vogel Phoenix vom
Thurm fahren wollen.

Some beat time with one hand, some with
both, acting not much different from Attavan
of Regensburg, who looks like a phoenix
attempting to take off from a tower on a
heath.

Andere gebrauchen sich eines langen
Steckens oder Stragels, ohne Zweifel
vermittelt desselben die unachtsamen Jungen
auf den Scheitel zu schmeissen.34

Others use a long stick or branch, without a
doubt in order to hit the heads of distracted
pupils.

An anonymous, unsigned caricature of an early conductor affirmed that Beer is describing
something that actually happened. Apparently this individual is beating time with a roll of paper
and stomping the rhythm with his foot at the same time:

Fig.1.16 Elliott W. Galkin, A History of Orchestral Conducting, 200.
This source by Johann Beer with its vivid and metaphorical nature needs some
explanation. Apparently, Beer observed many different types of time-beating, most of them in a
negative way. He complains that often the time-beater makes a great amount of noise while
beating time. He must have read a quite weird idea by a theorist how singers should “cross their
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legs and leaning forward by one arm, holding your hand in front of your ear.” He criticizes it and
even defines it as kind of a “prank.” Beer’s statement clearly shows that he disagrees with that
specific instruction and thinks about it not more than a joke.
He goes even a step further by saying that many observations he made in time-beating
look more like an imitation of the Phoenix, and therefore many are beating time in a vulgar and
insufficient way. Interesting is his statement by stressing the importance that one should divide
between beating a large ensemble or a solo singer and hence adjust the beating patterns and
gestures. Seemingly, many of time-beater simply conduct in large gestures and do not regulate
their patterns for contrasting sections.
It took me by surprise when Beer mentioned observations in which the time-beater
mistreated his ensemble by using a “long stick” or even a “branch.” I cannot imagine these
described circumstances and its consequences. Gladly we have surpassed those radical
educational concepts which were in use for several decades all over the globe. Strangely, Beer
somewhat agrees with the described circumstances and affirms it as permissible “as long they not
exceed its limits.”
Yet there are some astonishing liberal ideas for an author of the eighteenth century which
I believe are worth emphasizing; obviously, he is against “learning how to conduct.” Beer clearly
stresses that one should let another conduct how he pleases. This idea is still around in modern
times and there are famous conductors who believe that conducting cannot be taught.
Max Rudolf said once “Bernhard Sekles warned me not to take the conducting class at
the Conservatory. The only thing you can learn is that the first beat goes down and the last beat
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goes up, all the rest is experience.”35 In my opinion this statement is ambivalent: if we talk about
learning conducting technique one can profit from lessons with advice from a teacher as well as
from comprehensive conducting textbooks. Yet there is a certain truth in the statement regarding
how to become a successful conductor because this craft requires a lot of experience.
I fully agree that this most important part of being or developing of a conductor cannot
be taught. The only way to become a successful conductor is by doing it. By that I mean the only
way to get better and more comprehensive requires experience. Even with the greatest
conducting technique, one will not succeed in this profession without a great amount of practice.
One can compare it with learning to swim; without water it is impossible to learn how to swim.
In my opinion, this also applies to learning how to become a conductor, thus I support Beer
partially. I will come back to Beer in more detail in Chapter 3.
Johann Adolph Scheibe: Der critische Musikus, 1740
The German-Danish composer Johann Adolph Scheibe (1708-1776) weekly published
the periodical Der critische Musikus between the years 1737 and 1740 and republished it in 1745
with additional material.36 Scheibe stresses that a conductor must have a comprehensive
technique while not only beating: a statement I was surprised to find in a treatise from the middle
of the eighteenth century. Scheibe clearly accused the noisy time-beating and presents ideas such
as leading an ensemble by merely conducting. Consequently, Scheibe is more comprehensive
than Beer in the way that he describes how it can be approached better—namely by reducing
time-beating or even omitting it:
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Zugleich muss er auch den ganzen Chor in
einem Gleichgewichte zu erhalten wissen,
und folglich die Taktarten aller Sätze in einer
richtigen Ordnung angeben und deutlich
machen.

He must both maintain the choir’s balance
and indicate the time signatures of all
movements in a correct and clear order.

Ich verlange hierbei nicht, dass er ein
ungeschicktes und polterndes Taktschlagen
mit den Füssen anwenden soll.
Es ist genug, wenn er die Mensur im Anfange
der Sätze ein- oder zweimal stark anschlägt,
und dann mit der Hand bis zum Schluss durch
eine mässige Bewegung bemerket.

I do not mean by this that he should beat time
in an awkward and blustering manner with his
feet. It is enough if he gives the beat once or
twice strongly at the beginning of the piece
and then continues to the end with a moderate
[restrained] motion by hand.

Wenn er endlich seinen Chor so gewöhnen
kann, dass er das erste gar nicht nötig hat,
sondern dass er sich bloss nach dem letzteren
beständig richtet, so wird es desto besser sein.
Überhaupt aber muss er bei der Aufführung
selbst das Taktschlagen so viel wie möglich
zu vermeiden zu suchen. Hierbei muss ich
aber noch anmerken, dass ein Direktor sich so
stellen müsse, damit der von dem ganzen
Chore gesehen werden kann.

Once he finally becomes so accustomed to his
choir that he has no need of the firstmentioned thing [stomping with the foot], but
can simply lead in the latter manner
[moderate motion by hand], it will be much
better. Actually, in a performance he should
strive to omit the beating as much as possible.
In this case though, I must point out that a
director must be placed so that the whole
choir can see him.

Wie oft geschieht es nicht, dass man Musiken
aufführen will, da doch weder der Direktor,
noch die anderen gehörige Geschicklichkeit
besitzen, oder da auch der erste oft nicht die
geringste Kenntnis davon hat.

How often does it not occur, that one wants to
perform a certain piece of music, but neither
the director nor the others have the proper
skills, or further that [the director] often has
not the slightest knowledge of the proper
skills.

Man bedienet sich dazu eines gewissen
lahmen Hilfsmittel: man will nämlich aus
Leibeskräften den Takt schlagen. Daraus
entsteht ein unnützes und verdriessliches
Gepolter, welches aber doch zum wenigsten
dazu dienet, dass die Zuhörer nicht alle grosse
Fehler bemerken können, die aus der
Ungeschicklichkeit des Direktors und der
übrigen entspringen.37

People use thereby a certain lame resource:
they beat time with the whole power of the
body. This results in a useless and annoying
clatter, which at least has the effect that the
listener won’t notice the countless mistakes
that arise from the director’s and others’
incompetence.
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Apparently for Scheibe it is important that a director must possess a comprehensive
conducting technique and criticizes the noisy time-beating he observed. He goes so far that he
suggests that one should omit the time-beating technique, which I found astonishing. He
underlines that one simply has to give a strong down-beat but after that only a moderate motion
by hand is needed. Amazing is his statement that a director must omit time-beating in a
performance as much as possible. I think this is a very important point: in a performance the
director’s work is basically done. They should have achieved the level in which they can perform
while applying the necessities which have been rehearsed earlier.
Obviously, there were directors who tried to cover their inability of a comprehensive
conducting technique and therefore “fooled” the audience with the noisy time-beating to cover
the mistakes. I think this falls into his complaint that there were directors without the slightest
knowledge of the craft of conducting. Scheibe also provides a lot of material regarding
organizing rehearsals, duties of a music director, and opera music director; this content will be
discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.
Jean-Jacques Rousseau: Dictionnaire de musique, 1768
Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778) was a francophone philosopher, writer, and
composer of the eighteenth century. In his Dictionnaire de musique from 1768 he dealt with
time-beating and especially with the differentiation of the Italian and French style:
Le degré de lenteur ou de vitesse quʼon donne
à la Mesure dépend de plusieurs choses. 1) De
la valeur des Notes composent la Mesure. On
voit bien quʼune Mesure qui contient une
Ronde doit se battre plus posément & durer
davantage que celle qui ne contient quʼune
Noire. 2) Du Mouvement indiqué par le mot
François ou Italien quʼon trouvé
ordinairement à la tête de lʼAir; Gai, Vite,

The degree of slowness or speed which is
given to a measure depends upon many
things: 1) the value of the notes which make
up the meaure; we see clearly that a bar which
contains a whole-note must be beaten more
staidly and must last longer than that which
only contains a quarter-note; 2) upon the
movement indicated by the French or Italian
word ordinarily found at the beginning of the
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Lent, etc. Tous ces mots indiquent autant de
modifications dans le Mouvement d’une
même sorte de Mesure. 3) Enfin du caractere
de lʼAir même, qui, sʼil est bien sait, en sera
nécessairement sentir le vrai Mouvement.

music cheerful, quickly, slow, etc.; all these
words indicate many different modicifactions
of speed in the same kind of a bar; 3) finally
upon the character of the music itself, which,
if it is well weritten, will inevitably make us
feel the true movement.

Les Musiciens Française ne battent pas la
Mesure comme les Italiens. Ceux-ci, dans la
Mesure à quatre Temps, frappent
successivement les deux premiers Temps et
lèvent les deux autres; ils frappent aussi les
deux premiers dans la Mesure à trois Temps,
& lèvent le troisieme. Les Française ne
frappent jamais que le premier Temps, &
marquent les autres par différents
mouvements de la main à droite & à gauche.
Cependant la Musique Française aurait
beaucoup plus besoin que l’Italienne d’une
Mesure bien marquée; car elle ne porte point
sa cadence en elle-même; ses Mouvements
n’ont aucune précision naturelle: on presse,
on ralentit la Mesure au gré du Chanteur.

The French musicians do not beat time like
the Italians. The latter, in 4/4 beat the first two
beats downwards, and raise the two others;
they also beat the first two beats downwards
in triple time and lift the third. The French
only beat the first beat downwards and mark
the others by different movements of the hand
to the right and the left. In spite of this,
French music needs the time well beaten more
than Italian music because it does not contain
its rhythm within itself; its movements do not
have any natural precision; we rush or retard
the tempo at the discretion of the singer.

Combien les oreilles ne sont-elles pas
hoquées à l’opéra de Paris du bruit
désagréable & continuel que fait, avec son
bâton, celui qui bat la Mesure, & que le petit
Prophète compare plaisamment à un
Bucheron qui coupe du bois! Mais cʼest un
mal inévitable; sans ce bruit on ne pourroit
sentir la Mesure; la Musique par elle-même
ne la marque pas: aussi les Etrangers
n’aperçoivent-il point le Mouvement de nos
Airs.

How much our ears have been shocked at the
Opera of Paris by the continual and
disagreeable noise made by the person who
beats time with his stick, whom the little
prophet humorously compared to a woodchopper cutting wood! But it is an inevitable
evil; without this noise we could not feel the
beat; the music itself does not indicate it; and
foreigners are hardly able to perceive the
movement of our tunes.

Si l’on y fait attention, l’on trouvera que c’est
ici l’une des différences spécifiques de la
Musique Françoise à l’Italienne. En Italie la
Mesure est lʼame de la Musique; cʼest la
Mesure bien sentie qui lui donne cet accent
qui la rend si charmante; cʼest la Mesure aussi
qui gouverne le Musicien dans lʼexécution.

If we give this our attention we will find that
this is one of the specific differences between
French and Italian music. In Italy the beat is
the soul of the music; it is the well-established
beat which gives this music its accent and
makes it so charming; it is also the beat which
governs the musician in performance.
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En France, au contraire, cʼest le Musicien qui
gouverne la Mesure; il lʼénerve & la défigure
sans scrupule. Que dis-je? Le bon goût même
consiste à ne la pas laisser sentir; précaution
dont, au reste, elle nʼa pas grand besoin.
LʼOpéra de Paris est le seul Théâtre de
lʼEurope où lʼon batte la Mesure sans la
suivre; par-tout ailleurs on la suit sans la
battre.

In France, on the contrary, it is the musician
who governs the beat; he enervates it and
disfigures it unscrupulously. Indeed! Good
taste consists in not allowing [the beat] to be
perceived. However this is a precaution which
is scarcely needed. The Opera in Paris is the
only theater in Europe where time is beaten
without being kept; everywhere else they
keep time without beating it.

Il regne là-dessus une erreur populaire quʼun
peu de réflexion détruit aisément. On
sʼimagine quʼun Auditeur ne bat par instinct
la Mesure dʼun Air quʼil entend, que parce
quʼil la sent vivement; & cʼest, au contraire,
parce quʼelle nʼest pas assez sensible ou quʼil
ne la sent pas assez, quʼil tâche, à forcé de
mouvemens des mains & des pieds, de
suppléer ce qui manque en ce point à son
oreille. Pour peu quʼune Musique donne prise
à la cadence, on voit la plupart des François
qui lʼécoutent faire mille contorsions & un
bruit terrible pour aider la Mesure à marcher
ou leur oreille à la sentir.

There is a popular misconception about this
[subject] which a little reflection easily
dispels. It is imagined that a listener beats the
time of an air which he hears only because he
feels it intensely; but on the contrary, it is
because the beat is not perceptible enough or
is not felt enough that he tries, by hand and
foot movements, to replace this element
lacking to his ear. As soon as the beat is
evident in the music, we see most Frenchmen
who are listening make one hundred
contortions and a terrible noise, in order to
help the beat along or their ear to feel it.

Substituez des Italiens ou des Allemands,
vous nʼentendrez pas le moindre bruit & ne
verrez pas le moindre geste qui sʼaccorde
avec la Mesure. Serait-ce peut-être que les
Allemands, les Italiens sont moins sensibles à
la Mesure que les François? Il y a tel de mes
Lecteurs qui ne se seroit gueres presser pour
le dire; mais, dira-t-il aussi, que les Musiciens
les plus habiles sont ceux qui sentent le moins
la Mesure? Il est incontestable que ce sont
ceux qui la battent le moins; & quand, à forcé
dʼexercice, ils ont acquis lʼhabitude de la
sentir continuellement, ils ne la battent plus
du tout; cʼest un fait dʼexpérience qui est sous
les yeux de tout le monde.

Substitute the Italians or the Germans and you
will not hear the slightest noise or see the
slightest movement which goes along with the
beat. Is this because the Germans or the
Italians are less sensitive to the beat than the
French? There are some of my readers who
will hardly hasten to say so; but will it also be
said that the most skillful musicians are those
who feel the beat the least? It is undeniable
that it is they who beat it the least; and when
through practice they have acquired the habit
of feeling it continually, they will not beat it
at all; this is a fact of experience obvious to
everybody.

Lʼon pourra dire encore que les mêmes gens à
qui je reproche de ne battre la Mesure que
parce quʼils ne la sentent pas assez, ne la
battent plus dans les Airs où elle nʼest point
sensible; & je répondrai que cʼest parce
quʼalors ils ne la sentent point du tout. Il faut

One might say that the people whom I
reproach for beating time only because they
don’t feel it enough to not beat it in the airs
where it is not felt; and I will answer that this
is because they don’t feel it at all. It is
necessary for the ear to experience at least a
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que lʼoreille soit frappée au moins dʼun foible
sentiment de Mesure pour que lʼinstinct
cherche à le renforcer.38

faint sensation of the beat for the instinct to
try to reinforce it.39

Below one can see the difference between the French and Italian conducting pattern
Rousseau’s mentioning it above:

Fig.1.17 Elliott W. Galkin, A History of Orchestral Conducting, 206-8.

Fig.1.18 Elliott W. Galkin, A History of Orchestral Conducting, 206-8.
The difference is quite obvious and one must notice that these two different conducting
styles had an impact in executing the music. The French only beat the first beat downwards and
mark the others by different movement of the hand to the right and to the left (Fig. 1.18), while
the Italians give the down-beat and up-beat twice (Fig. 1.17); the concept of time-beating we
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have discussed earlier. Rousseau associated it by saying that the French music needs the time
well beaten because it does not contain its rhythm within itself, like as is the case with Italian
music. He goes even a step further by pointing out that in Italy the beat is “the temperament” of
the music and governs the musician in performance. On the contrary, in France it is “the
musician” who governs the beat. He must have had a terrible experience while attending a
performance at the Opera of Paris, and complained that most Frenchmen make a terrible noise in
order to keep the beat.
He makes an interesting statement that it is undeniable that those who beat time the least
are the most skillful musicians, but if they beat too much they do not feel it. I believe that is true:
a conductor should give some space to the musicians for interpretational aspects. A performance
can get too controlled or overregulated. Rousseau’s thesis is supported through observation by
Charles Burney (1726-1814), English theorist, composer, and musician who left London in 1770
to travel through France and Italy:
The Maestro di Capella is Don Quirino Gasparini (1721-78). In the chapel there is
commonly a symphony played every morning between eleven and twelve o’clock by the
king’s band which is divided into three orchestras and placed in three different galleries;
and though far separated from each other the performers know their business so well that
there is no want of a person to beat time as in the opera and the concert spirituel at Paris.40
With these five aforementioned sources by Agricola, Loulié, Beer, Scheibe, and
Rousseau we got an insight into the time-beating techniques from the sixteenth to the eighteenth
century. In 1532, Martin Agricola describes the sixteenth century concept of the mensuration
system of modus, tempus, and prolatio with its proportional relationship. He suggests that timebeating should be done by a steady and measured motion of the hand and always measured in
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accordance to the mensuration signs. Agricola provides the down- and upbeat by indicating them
in musical examples as a guideline for the time-beater.
Loulié’s discussion at the end of the seventeenth century is based on different meters and
its concept of time-beating on his definition of frapper and lever. Important to point out is that he
realized that the respective beats (down- and upbeat) can be given twice: A big step in the
development of conducting technique, even if the beats were still only executed in a vertical
manner. He provides three different options of beating a three-beat measure: 1) in a slower
tempo the time-beater should give two down-beats and one up-beat (↓↓↑); 2) for a faster tempo
one down-beat, omit beat two, and one up-beat (↓−↑); 3) for a quick tempo give one up-beat
which is worth three beats (↑). A quite interesting concept at the end of the seventeenth century.
In 1719, Beer complains about the noisy and ridiculous time-beating technique he
observed. He contributed to the development of conducting through his somewhat liberal ideas
about conducting itself and his belief that conducting cannot be taught. He illuminates the
concept of time-beating in a completely different manner in a very metaphorical and figurative
language.
In the middle of the eighteenth century, Scheibe marks an important turning point when
he declares that the common time-beating technique is not sufficient anymore. He stresses the
importance and necessity of a comprehensive conducting technique. He also criticizes that timebeaters often do not have the slightest knowledge as to how to lead an ensemble and obviously
realizes the need for improvement. He suggests that—if the music is well prepared and
rehearsed—the time-beater does not need to lead the ensemble with the full power of his body;
the music could speak by itself.
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The climax of the survey of time-beating is achieved in 1768 by Rousseau. He compared
the French and the Italian beating styles, and drew some interesting conclusions: he criticizes the
lack of a strong feeling for the beat in the French beating technique. He believes that French
music needs the time to be beaten well because it does not contain rhythm within itself, and in
Italy, on the contrary, the beat itself is the soul of music. Rousseau presents an interesting
analysis of the two most important time-beating techniques in Europe at that time.
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CHAPTER 2
DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODERN CONDUCTING PATTERNS
As we have seen in Chapter 1, time-beating was essentially a down-up motion. The
question when time-beating ended and “modern” conducting began cannot clearly be answered,
yet in the Tuileries—an imperial palace in France—a time-beater was still appointed in a series
of concerts with the title “Concert Spirituel” until 1770.1 Therefore the development of the
conducting patterns gradually took place while time-beating was still common. The development
began after the understanding that dividing the beat into two segments such as down-up, or in a
triple meter down-down-up had come to its limit. The increase of instrumental music, the size
and number of ensembles, and complexity required a more comprehensive conducting technique.
Composers and theorists of the eighteenth century came to the conclusion that the “only” vertical
motion was not sufficient anymore.
The first important step regarding the development of the conducting patterns is the
invention of extending the beating pattern from a vertical into a combination of horizontal and
vertical motions. One of the earliest examples can be traced back to the Italian theorist Lorenzo
Penna (1613-1693), who designed in his Li Primi Albori Musicali per li Principianti della
Musica Figurata a “curled” motion which he labels as ondeggiare la mano, it basically means
“waving the hand.”2 If we think about it while imagining a 4/4 meter conducted by four beats in
vertical motion and compare it to a 4/4 meter conducted by a combination of horizontal and

1

Spitzer and Zaslaw, The Birth of the Orchestra: History of an Institution (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2005), 200.
2

Lorenzo Penna, Li Primi Albori Musicali per li Principianti della Musica Figurata (Bologna: Giacomo
Monti, 1679).
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vertical motion, one must agree that it is completely different and opens many new possibilities,
e.g. to show and conduct phrases. Our “modern” conducting pattern is on its way to birth.
An important turning point appears in the work of Michel de Saint-Lambert (?-?), who
developed the Italian technique by improving the “curled” motion into a defined horizontal point
for beat two; he discusses the 4/4 meter; however, he changed beat two to the right. Our
“modern” 4/4 pattern with the motion of down-left-right-up appears in its entirety in 1736 by the
evidence of the French composer Michel Pignolet de Montéclair (1667-1737) and his Principes
de Musique.3 Henri-Louis Choquel (1702-1767) discusses left-hand conducting in his La
Musique rendue sensible par la Méchanique; ou, nouveau système pour apprendre facilement la
Musique soi-même from 1762 and further introduced a new invention: a specific wooden board
he created for his students who want to learn to conduct. The wooden board purported four
points connected by a cord, indicating a four-beat pattern. The student could simply follow the
cord and therefore get accustomed to the conducting pattern.4 It is obvious that the development
of the modern conducting patterns did not stop with Choquel; important steps were made in the
nineteenth century with Richard Wagner, and in the twentieth century with conductors such as
Hermann Scherchen and Max Rudolf, but this is not within our scope here.

3
Michel Pignolet de Montéclair, Principes de Musique (Paris: L’auteur, 1736). There is also a thesis with
English translation and commentary by Constance Barbara Keffer, University of Arizona, Tucson, 1977.
4

Henri-Louis Choquel, La Musique rendue sensible par la Méchanique; ou, nouveau système pour
apprendre facilement la Musique soi-même (Paris: Christophe Ballard, 1762).
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Lorenzo Penna: Li Primi Albori Musicali per li Principianti della Musica Figurata, 1679
The Italian theorist Lorenzo Penna (1613-1693) discusses in his treatise Li Primi Albori
Musicali per li Principianti della Musica Figurata from 1679 an interesting concept of a fourbeat measure by adding some horizontal, or horizontal-ish, movements to the basic down-and-up
motion. There is no question—if we compare this concept to the vertical time-beating
technique—that this marks a new path in the development of conducting patterns. In Chapter 15
“Della Battuta” he discusses the beat of four, three, six, twelve, and its construction and
understanding of ondeggiando la mano:
Della Battuta Capitolo Quintodecimo:
Nelle Note nere spiccano benissimo queste
quattro quarti di Battuta, perche la prima è nel
percuotere, la seconda è nel levare un poco
ondeggiando la mano, la terza è nell’alzata, e
la quarta è nel fermare in sù.

About the beat—Chapter 15:
In quadruple it stands out very well because
the first one is on the down-beat, the second
in an angular motion by swaying the hand, the
third is a little higher, and the fourth is at the
top.

Nella Tripola si fanno trè parti di Battuta, una
nel percuorere, la seconda nel levare
ondeggiando, e la terza nel fermare in sù.

In triple there are three parts of the beat; a
down-beat, the second beat in a curled
upward motion, and the third in ending at the
top.

Nella Sestupla si fanno sei parti trè frà il
Battere, e levare, e trè nell’ alzata, e fermata
in sù.5

In sextuple, the beat consists of six parts by
going down and up, and the pick-up in an
upward motion ends at the top.

Penna’s idea of ondeggiando la mano specifies that after the down-beat one must go to
the second beat in an angular motion by swaying the hand. With the statement of beat three a
little higher one must assume that beat two is meant to be on the right. Most important is that he
specifies that beat three is a little higher than beat two, which confirms that Penna thought of the
need to differentiate the beating level between the down-beat and the up-beat. Reading this

5

Lorenzo Penna, Li Primi Albori Musicali per li Principianti della Musica Figurata, 32.
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brilliant idea in a source written in 1679 took me by surprise: it is precisely the same idea Max
Rudolf discusses in his textbook The Grammar of Conducting from 1995:
You will observe that on the first count the baton is carried upward before it is turned to
the left. This upward movement on the first count is called the rebound. You will also
notice that the distance between the counts is not uniform. The distance between 3 and 4
especially is smaller than the others, while the distance between 4 and 1 is much larger.6

Fig.2.0 From Rudolf. The Grammar of Conducting, 3E. © 1995 South-Western, a part of
Cengage, Inc. Reproduced by permission. www.cengage.com/permissions
This illustration shows the importance of the lowering down-beat and the distance
between the other beats clearly. Let us continue how this can be applied to a 12/8 meter divided
into four groups of three-eighth notes per beat: in the following figure one can apply Penna’s
ondeggiando la mano by beating four beats in a very simple way:

Tutte le Note delle date Tripole vanno
cantate, come si è insegnato, sino al fine della

All triple notes must be sung as it has been
taught and advised to the end of the piece in

6

Max Rudolf, The Grammar of Conducting: A Comprehensive Guide to Baton Technique and
Interpretation, 6.
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Composizione, e nelli modi auisati in
ciascheduna Tripola: douendosi poi per
qualche accidente tornare à cantare frà la
Composizione col valore ordinario nel
Tempo, iui farà dato, e posto da Compositore
il segno, ò col porui il Tempo, ouero con
riuoltare li numeri della Tripola corrente al
rouerscio, come l’esempio.7

an accented triple manner. Return to sing the
accented composition in the triple manner
with the ordinary tempo sign and time value
given and placed by the composer as shown
in the example.

While studying several early sources I found a statement by the German musicologist
Georg Schünemann in his Geschichte des Dirigierens from 1913 which requires clarification.
According to him, Daniel Speer (1636-1707), a not very well known German composer, writer,
and musician, seemed to be the first mentioning a 12/8 meter in 1687 and therefore gives credit
to him as follows:
Unter diesen Musikern gebührt Daniel Speer
die erste Stelle. Er bringt in seinem
„Unterricht der musikalischen Kunst“ aus
dem Jahre 1687 im 14. Kapitel eine
Anweisung zum Taktieren des 12/8-Takts, die
nach meiner Kenntnis der Literatur das
früheste Beispiel für die moderne
Viertaktfigur bildet. Es heisst da: „Ein
Zwölfachtel Trippel-Gesangs-Tact 12/8 dieser
hat seine besondere Manier, teils traktieren
ihn nach eines schlechten (schlichten)
Gesangs langsamen Tact, welches nicht gar
unrecht, aber am gewissesten und besten ists,
wann er Viertelweis traktiert wird, als das
erste Viertel mit der Hand unter sich, das
ander auf die linke Seit, das dritte auf die
rechte Hand, das vierte über sich oder in die
Höh, dies ist seine rechte Manier.8

Among these musicians, Daniel Speer gets
credit as one of the first. In Chapter 14 of his
“lessons of musical art” from 1687 he gives
an instruction for beating a 12/8 meter, which
according to my knowledge of literature, is
the earliest example of a modern four-beat
figure. It is said, “a 12/8 triple song has its
special manner, some treat it as a bad (simple)
song in a slow tempo. It is not wrong but best
would be to beat the first quarter with a downmotion by hand, the other on the left, the third
on the right, and the fourth on top or upwards.
This is the correct manner.”

7

Penna, Li Primi Albori Musicali per li Principianti della Musica Figurata, 35.

8

Georg Schünemann, Geschichte des Dirigierens, 144-45.
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The 12/8 meter example by Lorenza Penna shows the grouping of four by the application
of ondeggiando la mano while Speer does not differentiate between the beating levels. Further is
Penna’s treatise written eight years earlier than Speer’s; therefore I want to give credit to Penna.
Michel de Saint-Lambert: Les Principes du Clavecin, 1702
Michel de Saint-Lambert was a French harpsichordist, teacher, and composer, and we do
not know much about him. He has sometimes been confused with Michel de Lambert (????1696), a singer in Paris at the same time. Michel de Saint-Lambert, sometimes referred to
Monsieur de Saint-Lambert, wrote two treatises; Les Principes du Clavecin from 1702, and
Nouveau traité de l’accompagnement from 1707. His Les Principes du Clavecin marks a
milestone in regard to conducting technique. Saint-Lambert can be seen as one of the first
pedagogues who gives specific conducting patterns with its direction. For instance, the pattern of
a 4/4 meter is indicated with two vertical and two horizontal beating points and goes beyond
Penna’s idea of ondeggiando la mano:
Pour le Signe Majeur C :
Aux Pièces marquées du Signe majeur, la
Mesure se bat à quatre temps; c’est-à-dire,
qu’il faut faire quatre mouvements de la main,
pour chaque Mesure. On les fait
ordinairement de la main droite, pour la
bonne grace en cette forte. Le premier temps
en baissant la main, ou en la faisant frapper
dans la gauche. Le second en la portant à
droit. Le troisiéme en la passant à gauche; et e
quatriéme en la relevant, imitant par ces
quatre mouvements la Figure qu’on voit ici.9

9

For the major sign C:
For pieces marked with the major sign the
measure is beat by four beats; that is to say,
they are made by four movements of the hand
for each measure, and for gracefulness and
strength usually with the right hand. The
down-beat by lowering the hand or moving it
towards to the left. The second beat moves to
the right while the third passes to the left. The
fourth beat upwards by imitating these four
movements as the figure below illustrates.

Michel de Saint-Lambert, Les Principes du Clavecin (Amsterdam: Estienne Roger, 1702), 43.
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The pattern clearly indicates that beat two is on the right and differs from the modern 4/4
pattern. The reason for having beat two on the right is that the 4/4 pattern arose from the triplemeter pattern, hence a development of the Italian beating technique. Below are Saint-Lambert’s
3/4 and 4/4 conducting patterns:
3/4 pattern:

4/4 pattern:

For Saint-Lambert it is important to conduct all four beats equally. If one compares his
statement of “equal motion” it becomes clear that Saint-Lambert is thinking more of a timebeating technique rather than the ondeggiando Penna was referring to. Therefore it is somewhat
of a step backwards what belongs to conducting gestures. He simply compares the duration of
the beats to the footsteps of a slow-walking man:
Ces quatre mouvements doivent être égaux;
c’est-à-dire, qu’il ne faut pas employer plus
de temps, à passer du premier au second, que
du second au troisième, du troisième au
quatrième, et du quatrième au premier. La
mesure à quatre temps est fort grave; les
temps s’en doivent mesurer sur les pas d’un

These four movements have to be in equal
motion; that is to say, do not use more time
by beating from the first to the second, from
the second to the third, from the third to the
fourth, and from the fourth to the first. The
four-beat measure is very solemn; it must be
measured [associated] to the footsteps of a
slow-walking man.
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Homme qui se promené, et même assez
lentement.10
So far we have two different ideas from 1679 and 1702: Penna suggests ondeggiando la
mano by providing a four-beat measure without a conducting pattern, and Saint-Lambert actually
provides conducting patterns, but prefers the beat to be in equal motion. An other interesting
concept of organizing the four-beat measure is mentioned in Georg Schünemann’s Geschichte
des Dirigierens from 1913 where he refers to the Czech master and organist Thomas Balthasar
Janowka at the Theinkirche church in Prague and his Clavis ad Thesaurum Magna Artis Musica
from 1701, one year before Saint-Lambert’s treatise:
Apparently, Janowka believed that the distribution of the beats in a four-beat measure
should be executed by having the first beat by lowering the hand, the second beat by carrying it
to the left moderately higher, the third by going to the right a bit higher, and the fourth by raising
it to the height of the shoulder; this is to be understood as concerning the right hand.11 This
shows that the development of the conducting patterns was a summary of different ideas by
trying to find a way to fulfill the needs of a more comprehensive conducting technique. It would
be ideal if we would have a combination of both; ondeggiando la mano while having an actual
beating pattern. Saint-Lambert provides the most common meters of that time by mentioning
them separately:
Il y a neuf différents signes qui ont chacun
leur signification particulière, desquels les
noms et les figures sont ci-après:12

There are nine different signs, each of which
has its special meaning. Names and figures
are below:

10

Ibid.

11

Georg Schünemann, Geschichte des Dirigierens, 145-46.

12

Michel de Saint-Lambert, Les Principes du Clavecin, 36-37.
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He writes more specifically about the above-mentioned meters, and I will focus on 3/2,
6/4, and 6/8 by providing Saint-Lambert’s advice and on which way they should be conducted:
Pour le Signe de trois pour deux 3/2:
La Mesure de trois pour deux contient trois
Blanches, et l’on en met une, ou sa valeur, sur
chaque temps lesquels doivent être graves,
c;est-à-dire lents, tout pareils à ceux de la
Mesure à quatre temps.13

For the sign of 3/2:
The 3/2 measure contains three half notes and
one of them is placed on each beat. It is
usually slow [and steady], very similar to
those with the major sign C.

Pour le Signe de six pour quatre 6/4:
Aux Piéces marquées du Signe de six pour
quatre, la Mesure se bat de deux maniéres,
ainsi que nous l’avons dit aux pages
précedents. Quand les Notes sont distribuées
dans la Mesure, de la façon que j’ay appellée
premiére maniére, la Mesure se bat à deux
temps, sur chacun desquels on met trois
Noires, ou leur valeur. Mais quand les Notes
sont distribuées de la façon que j’appelle
seconde maniére, la Mesure se bat à trois
temps; non pas à trois temps lents en mettant
deux Noires sur chaque temps comme dans la
Mesure de trois pour deux; mais à trois temps
gais, pareils à ceux du Signe Binaire, en ne
mettant qu’une Noire sur chaque temps, et

For the sign of 6/4:
For pieces marked with the sign of 6/4, the
measure is beat in two manners like we know
from preceding pages. I call them first manner
if the notes are distributed within a measure.
If that is the case by having two beats with
three quarter notes [alla breve] I call it first
manner. But if the notes are distributed what I
call second manner, the measure is beat by
three beats; yet not like three slow beats for
each measure as in 3/2; but in three fast beats,
such as with the binary sign and not as one
beat per quarter, made like two measures out
of one, and moreover six quarters in the
measure.

13

Ibid., 46.
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faisant ainsi deux Mesures d’une, puis qu’il y
a six Noires dans la Mesure.14
Pour le Signe de six pour huit 6/8 :
Aux Pièces marquées du Signe de six pour
huit, la Mesure se bat encore à deux temps,
tout de même qu’en la première manière de
six pour quatre, excepté seulement que les
temps de six pour huit doivent aller une fois
plus vîte que ceux de six pour quatre, parce
que la Mesure n’est composée que de six
Croches, au lieu que l’autre est de six Noires;
à cela près, ces deux Mesures n’ont aucune
différence.15

For the sign of 6/8:
For pieces marked with the sign of 6/8, the
measure again is beat by two beats, all the
same as like the first manner as of 6/4, except
only that the 6/8 must go faster than those in
6/4 because the measure is not composed of
six quarters, but instead different by six
eighths, yet these two measures have no
difference.

Les mouvements qu’on fait de la main en
battant la Mesure, ne doivent point être faits
mollement; ils doivent au contraire être
marquez sensiblement et distinctement; et
quoi qu’ils se fassent en l’air, il faut qu’il
semble que l’on batte sur quelque chose selon
le nom qu’on leur a donné. La main doit, pour
ainsi dire, danser en les faisant, et représenter
aux yeux une image de la cadence que
l’oreille doit entendre; mais le premier temps
de chaque Mesure doit être encore plus
marqué que les autres.16

The movements which are made with the
hand by beating the measure must not be
made half-heartedly; they must, on the
contrary, be marked sensibly and distinctly,
and what they do in the air must seem as one
is beating on something. The main point, so to
speak, is that the hand must dance while
beating, so that the listener can picture the
cadence with his eyes. Yet the first beat of
each measure must again be more emphasized
than the others.

In Saint-Lambert’s system, the meters of 3/2, 6/4, and 6/8 are all still considered as either
a three-beat or a two-beat measure. He applies the same principle of dividing them into a threebeat or into a two-beat group. Especially treating a fast 6/4 meter as two separate 3/4 meters
while beating three beats twice shows that the “modern” pattern of a six-beat is not invented yet.
At that time, the Italian technique ondeggiare la mano has been adapted by French-trained
conductors who traditionally beat the second beat towards the right, while those utilizing the

14

Ibid., 47.

15

Ibid., 48.

16

Ibid.
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“German” procedure often mark the second beat toward the left. What we now call “German” is
actually an invention by the French theorist Michel Pignolet de Montéclair, yet it became the
“German” tradition in the nineteenth century and still remains in the twenty-first century. I will
come back to Montéclair later in this chapter. To get a better insight on the differentiation
between the German and Italian six-beat let us take a look what Max Rudolf mentions about this
topic:
The most common style used in beating 6-time is the so-called German style, although
some conductors prefer to alternate between the German and Italian styles according to the
musical context. These two styles differ mainly in regard to the motion that leads from the
third to the fourth counts: in the German style it is a sidewise motion, whereas in the Italian
style the motion goes upward. The former lends itself to music at a moderate speed with
an expressive melodic line, while the Italian style is handier in quick tempo. Especially in
operatic conducting, the economy of gesture gives the Italian style the advantage. 17
Since the development of a six-beat pattern took place later in the nineteenth century, I
will not go further into detail about the six-beat conducting pattern. Monsieur de Saint-Lambert
also discusses difficulties who might arose while dealing with syncopations:

Pour se rendre cette Mesure sincopée facile à
battre, il faut s’en former une autre idée, que
celle qu’elle offre d’abord aux yeux. Et pour
l’expliquer, j’en vais donner des Exemples.18

In order to render and beat this syncopated
measure easily, we must form another idea
than what it offers at first sight. I will give
examples to explain it.

L’autre moitié de la Note P fait le
commencement du second temps; lequel

The other half of note P forms the beginning
of the second beat, which is completed by

17

Max Rudolf, The Grammar of Conducting: A Comprehensive Guide to Baton Technique and
Interpretation, 103.
18

Michel de Saint-Lambert, Les Principes du Clavecin, 48.
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s’acheve en touchant la Note Q. Voila
comment se bat cette Mesure; mais en
regardant la Note P comme si c’étoit deux
Noires liées ensemble au lieu d’une Blanche,
on y aura plus de facilité; parce qu’on verra
deux Noires à mettre sur chaque temps.19

touching note Q. This is how this measure is
treated; but one may find it easier by looking
at note P as if it were two quarter notes tied
together instead of a half note.

Apparently Saint-Lambert does not give detailed instructions how to change the actual
beat during a syncopation. In modern practice one would give less energy to the down-beat and
emphasize the up-beat. But Saint-Lambert is convinced that syncopations can be better produced
by having a new idea in mind; divide the syncopation into smaller segments, for instance a half
note into two tied quarter notes. This convoluted technique lessens my opinion of his conducting
concepts. So much for Michel de Saint-Lambert. Let us continue with Michel Pignolet de
Montéclair, another important source from France.

19

Ibid., 53.
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Michel Pignolet de Montéclair: Principes de Musique, 1736
Michel Pignolet de Montéclair (1667-1737), a French composer, and musician published
Principes de Musique in 1736. In part two, “tout qui regarde la Mesure et le Mouvement,” he
discusses values and meters, as we have seen earlier, yet he brings up a completely new pattern;
our “modern” 4/4 conducting pattern. Before we analyze Montéclair’s principle let us take a look
what he tells us about the 3/4 pattern:
La Mesure en trois temps, a deux frappés et
un lévé. La premier temps se fait en baissant
la main, le deuzieme temps se fait en
retournant la main et en la portant du côte
droite; le troizieme temps se fait en relevant la
main à la hauteur du menton.

The three-beat measure has two down-beats
and one up-beat. The down-beat is done by
lowering the hand, beat two by turning the
hand and carrying it to the right, and the upbeat by raising the hand to the height of the
chin.

On designe la mesure à trois temps, par un, 3,
ou par 3/4: c’est la valeur d’une Noire pour
chaque temps.20

The three-beat measure is designated by a 3,
or by 3/4 and the value is a quarter note for
each beat.

Montéclair remains on the Italian and French adapted idea to have beat two on the right.
“Le deuzieme temps se fait en retournat la main et en la portant du côte droite” is interesting; he
obviously thinks of a turning hand to indicate the second beat. The figure below shows how
Montéclair’s instruction is executed by providing the 3/4 conducting pattern which goes along
with a written example:

20

Michel Pignolet de Montéclair, Principes de Musique (Paris: L’auteur, 1736), 24.
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Fig.2.7 Michel Pignolet de Montéclair, Principes de Musique, 24.
Montéclair’s 3/4 pattern clearly indicates where the three beats have to be placed: downbeat followed by beat two on the right, and beat three as up-beat. Although we have the 3/4
conducting pattern already by Saint-Lambert in 1702, it is still somewhat new because he writes
each separate beat underneath the system and brings attention to the difficulties the 3/4 pattern
creates for a conductor. In the third example above (bass clef) one notice that he provides the
term Soupir (m.6) and Demi soupir (m.7) which means quarter-note rest and eighth-note rest.
Yet it can also have another meaning; “attention.” This would also make sense because in a
conductor’s point of view these two spots are tricky if one wants to make sure that the musicians
are together. Let us continue with the 4/4 pattern. As we already know we have not seen a
“modern” 4/4 pattern. Montéclair introduces the pattern as follows:
La Mesure à quatre temps graves et egaux, se
marque par, C, et se bat en forme de croix. Le
premier temps se fait en baissant la main,
comme aux mesures precedentes.

The equal 4/4 measure is marked by C and is
constructed in the form of a cross. The first
beat is done by lowering the hand as with the
previous measures.

On firme la main un peu en dedans et on la
porte du côté gauche pour le deuzieme temps.
On ouvre la main et on la porte en ligne
paralelle du côté droit, pour former le
troizieme temps. On leve la main jusqu’a la
hauteur du menton ou plus haut, car cela n’y

One forms the hand a little inside and carries
it on the left for the second beat. One opens
the hand and directly and parallel on the right
to shape the third beat. One raises the hand to
the height of his chin or higher because that
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fait rien, pour faire le quatrieme temps.
Comme on le comprendra cy à côté.21

does not matter, to go to the fourth beat. Just
as one understands in the next illustration.

Fig.2.8 Michel Pignolet de Montéclair, Principes de Musique, 24.
First of all, one notices that the down-beat is marked as the lowest point of the pattern.
Second, beat two is now for the first time on the left and higher then the down-beat. Third, beat
three moves to the right, and beat four indicates the necessary up-beat to finish the 4/4 pattern.
Montéclair gives no further explanation regarding various symbols (star, whole note, quarter
note) indicated in the pattern itself, however, I assume that it should underline the differentiation
of importance between the four beats. This pattern provided by Montéclair is very important in
the development of conducting patterns, because with this example we now have evidence that
the 4/4 pattern in a “modern” sense was in use already in 1736. From an educational perspective
it is of greater interest that Montéclair also provides conducting exercises. They include many
meter changes I have not seen in that time period before and I’d say that are still very useful to
this day:

21

Ibid.
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Fig.2.9 Michel Pignolet de Montéclair, Principes de Musique, 35.
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Henri-Louis Choquel: La Musique rendue sensible par la Méchanique; ou, nouveau système
pour apprendre facilement la Musique soi-même, 1762
Before we continue with Henri-Louis Choquel, please allow me to begin with some
background information about a secondary source. Georg Schünemann (1884-1945) wrote his
dissertation Geschichte des Dirigierens in 1913. He focuses mainly on conducting in ancient
times, about conducting choirs as well as time-beating in the Renaissance, and discusses the
development of professional conductors (Kapellmeister) in the nineteenth century. In Chapter 5,
“Taktschlagen und Doppeldirektion im 18. Jahrhundert,” Schünemann mentions a French
musicologist by only providing the last name “Choquet” and his treatise Méthode pour
apprendre facilement la Musique soi-même, which apparently was republished in 1782 in Paris.
I could not find any theorist or musicologist with the name Choquet; however, I
discovered a French theorist with the name of Henri-Louis Choquel. After reviewing Choquel’s
second edition, I became convinced that Schünemann’s secondary source referred to Henri-Louis
Choquel and not to Choquet. The first edition was published in 1759, followed by the second
edition in 1762, a third edition in 1782, and a fourth edition in 1787, all of them published in
Paris. Schünemann refers to Choquet in Die Geschichte des Dirigierens as follows:
Wer Linkshänder (Gaucher) ist, kann dabei
mit der linken Hand dirigieren, wie es André
Campra gemacht hat.22

Those who are left-handed can direct with the
left hand as André Campra has done.

Below the correct source from Henri-Louis Choquel’s treatise from his second edition
from 1762:
Je dois parler de la façon dont la battent ceux
que nous appelons communément Gauchers:
c’est-à-dire, qui sont leurs opérations

22

I should [also] speak of the manner in which
those who we commonly call left-handed do
so: that is to say those whose manual

Georg Schünemann, Geschichte des Dirigierens, 135.
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manuelles de la main gauche plutôt que de la
droite.

operations are done with their left hand rather
than their right.

Comme la main gauche est à ces fortes de
gens ce que la droite est au commun des
hommes, ceux qui seront dans ce cas,
pourront battre la Mesure de la main gauche,
c’est-à-dire la Mesure à deux Temps par une
frappe en bas, et un levé, la Mesure à quatre
Temps par la frappe pour le premier Temps,
passer à la droite pour le deuxième, ensuite à
la gauche pour le troisième et lever ensuite en
haut pour le quatrième, il faudra par
conséquent disposer les numéros soit sur le
miroir soit sur les chevilles de la planche
quinconce différemment, savoir le numéro
deux à la droite, et le numéro trois à la
gauche, ce qui remplira leur objet.

Just as their left hand is as strong for people
as the right for the common men who are
right-handed, they can beat in this case as
follows: they will beat the measure with their
left, that is to say the measure of two time as
one beat down and one up, the measure of
four time down for the first beat, passing to
the right for the second, afterwards to the left
for the third and then up for the fourth.
Therefore it will be necessary to arrange the
numbers either on a mirror or on dowels
staggered in different rows on a plank,
knowing that number two is on the right and
number three is on the left, which will fill
their purpose.

Ils observeront la même marche pour la
Mesure à 3 Temps, et ils parviendront tout
comme les autres à battre la Mesure avec
justesse; je me souviens d’avoir vu Campra le
Cadet, battre la Mesure de la main gauche en
faisant chanter une Pièce de Musique de la
Composition de son frère.23

They will observe the same operation for the
measure of three time and they will succeed
just as the others have by beating the measure
with accuracy; I remember having seen
Campra le Cadet, beating the measure with
his left hand while singing a piece composed
by his brother.

This confirms existence of left-handed conductors as early as mid-eighteenth century. I
want to underline and support Choquel’s idea fully. There should not be a question anymore if
left-handed conducting makes any sense or not. If a left-handed student wants to learn to
conduct, the beating hand should remain his left. Choquel dedicated an entire chapter about
conducting and he discusses the way to conduct a 4/4 meter as follows:
Pour battre la Mesure à 4 Temps, il fallait
commencer par battre le premier Temps en
bas & dire un; passe à la gauche, & dire deux;
revenir à la droite & dire trois; & lever la
main en haut aplomb du point où l’on a battu
le premier Temps & dire quatre; ces deux
opérations ne seront pas bien difficiles à

For beating a 4/4 measure it is necessary to
begin beating the first beat down while saying
“one,” passing to the left while saying “two,”
returning to the right while saying “three,”
and raising the hand vertically to the top or
beating as it were the first while saying
“four.” These two operations will not be very

23

Henri-Louis Choquel, La Musique rendue sensible par la Méchanique; ou, nouveau système pour
apprendre facilement la Musique soi-même, 157-58.
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quiconque se sera déjà formé à battre la
Mesure à deux Temps.

difficult for anyone who has already been
trained to beat a 2/4 measure.

Pour réussir cependant bien plus vite à battre
la Mesure à 4 temps j’ai imaginé une espèce
d’instrument qui quoiqu’immobile & muet ne
laissera pas de guider beaucoup & de
redresser même quand on se manquera; car je
me suis aperçu que ce qui embrasse le plus
dans la Mesure à 4 temps, consiste à ce qu’on
passe le second Temps sans le marque de la
main, en allant du premier et au troisième &
souvent au quatrième le tout dans un ordre
contraire à celui qu’il faut tenir.

Yet, in order to succeed much faster in
beating a 4/4 measure I imagined a specific
kind of device which—although immovable
and silent—will help to straighten up when
someone is going to fail; because I believe
myself, that adopting to mark beat two
properly in the 4/4 measure is difficult
without going straight from beat one to three,
as well as in [proper] order from beat three to
beat four, while the fourth usually is in
contrary order whatever it takes.

Pour obvier donc à cette difficulté, voici ce
que j’ai imaginé, c’est une petite planche de
figure quinconce de la hauteur d’un pied &
demi, à laquelle on sera quatre tours en croix,
savoir un en bas dans le milieu, l’un en haut
aplomb du premier, et les deux autres à
chaque flanc.24

Therefore to avoid this difficulty here is what
I imagined; it is a small board of a zigzagged
figure, 1 1/2 feet tall and in the form of a
cross. One [beat] in the middle, one vertically
above and the others on each flank.

Choquel believes that conducting a 4/4 pattern can be a challenge especially for those
who are not trained in conducting a two-time measure yet. In order to let his students succeed as
fast as possible, he invented a mechanical device which purpose was to follow the four different
beats in the 4/4 pattern. It is interesting that the direction between the beats is exactly the same as
we have seen in Montéclair’s pattern. Choquel’s invention is a wooden board with four beats
placed on it. He combines the beats with a cord so that the student can easily follow it by hand
and get accustomed to it:

24

Ibid., 130-32.
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Fig.2.10 Henri-Louis Choquel, La Musique rendue sensible par la Méchanique, 132.
Here are his instructions:
On marquera ensuite la route que la main dolt
tenir par un cordon ou un ruban, qui
commencera par la cheville du numero 1 ira a
celle du numero 2 passera a celle du numero 3
et remontera a celle du haut numero 4.

Afterwards, one hold the cord or the ribbon in
the hand and follows the marked ankles from
number one and goes to number two, pass
that one to number three, and raise it to
number four on the top.

On posera cet instrument prétendu sur une
table devant soi, en façon que le numéro 1
appuyé su la table, que le numéro 2 se trouve
à la gauche, le numéro 3 à la droite, et le
numéro 4 en haut aplomb du premier. Le tout
a peu près comme en la figure que voici.

One place the device on a table in front of you
by facing number one to you. One finds
number two on the left, number three on the
right, and number four vertically above from
[number] one. The whole about [the same] as
on the figure here.

Je le représente de face pour mieux faire voir
la disposition des numéros qui forment l’objet
principal, qui sont les 4 Temps de la Mesure,
de forte que pour se former à battre cette
Mesure, il n’y aura qu’à dire un, en battant en
vas vis-à-vis le numéro 1.

I present the front view for a better
understanding of the number’s disposition
which forms the principal subject of the 4/4
measure. Because of the great size that shapes
the beating of such measures, do not beat
number one before saying “one.”

Passer à la gauche, et dire deux, vis-à-vis le
numéro 2 aller à la droite, et dire trois, vis-àvis du numéro 3 et lever ensuite la main en
haut, et dire quatre, vis-à-vis le numéro 4 ce
qui remplira l’objet désiré avec autant de
justesse qu’on puisse s’en promettre dans les
commencements; car quoiqu’on ne marque
pas d’abord les Temps bien également, on s’y
formera néanmoins peu à peu, et l’on arrivera
insensiblement au point de battre cette forte
de Mesure avec la dernière précision.

Passing to the left and say “two,” go to the
opposite side and say “three,” afterwards
move your hand and say “four” which fills the
purpose as was promised in the beginning.
Since we do not mark the beat at first, one
will nevertheless form and improve it
gradually and imperceptibly, and achieve the
beating of this measure with ultimate
precision.
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Quand on sera suffisamment dresse à battre la
Mesure à 4 Temps de cette façon, on pourra
chanter quelque leçon on saura la note et
l’intonation, et en tenant devant soi ou le
miroir, ou la petite planche, on parviendra
facilement à chanter en battant la Mesure, et
surtout en prenant la précaution de numéroter
les Temps de la leçon à chaque Mesure,
Temps pour Temps, ainsi que je l’ai démontré
dans les leçons que j’ai donné ci-dessus.25

When one is prepared to beat the 4/4 measure
sufficiently in this manner, one may sing
something well-known while standing in front
of a mirror or the little board. One now should
be able to sing while beating the measure
easily and without difficulty. Albeit especially
time-consuming, it is captivating for each
measure, beat per beat, as I have
demonstrated in the lesson I have given
above.

In the twenty-first century it would be somewhat ridiculous to teach a student with this
kind of mechanical device. But keep in mind that back in those days there were not as many
resources and appliances available as nowadays. In my view, the idea of inventing a practical
device was quite innovative in the mid-eighteenth century. If we move into 1950, Max Rudolf
thought about helping his students in a quite similar way:
It seems to me that the diagrams found in many textbooks are impractical because they
are too small and inaccurate. The present work includes diagrams which are designed so
that the student can easily copy them in large size on the blackboard or on a large sheet.
The enlarged diagrams can then be used in practicing the actual beat, by following the
lines with the point of the baton. This method is useful for self-instruction and in the class
room, and helps the student to learn a clear and incisive beat.26
The examination and research of the development of modern conducting patterns showed
that it cannot be pinpointed to a specific time or place. It can be condensed to a steady process of
different influences and ideas that over time improved time-beating technique into a more
comprehensive technique with actual conducting patterns. It has become clear that these
developments mainly took place in Italy and France through the work of theorists Lorenzo
Penna, Michel de Saint-Lambert, Michel Pignolet de Montéclair, and Henri-Louis Choquel. Each
of them contributed in their own ways to the improvement of time-beating.

25

Ibid., 132-34.
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Max Rudolf, The Grammar of Conducting (New York: Schirmer, 1950), xi.
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Lorenza Penna’s ondeggiare la mano was certainly one of the most important steps
towards a horizontal beating technique. His new “curled” motion with the third beat being a little
higher than the others shows his belief that a change was necessary. Again I want to emphasize
the astounding similarity to Max Rudolf’s ideas of conducting technique from 1950.
The French theorist Michel de Saint-Lambert’s importance lies in his presentation of a
true conducting pattern in 1702, which was a first of its kind. He improved Penna’s ondeggiando
la mano in the way of a clearly defined horizontal motion in a 4/4 meter conducting pattern, and
therefore represents another important phase in the development process. It is of interest that beat
two was still on the right, while apparently Czech musician Thomas Balthasar Janowka had
already presented a 4/4 pattern with beat two on the left in 1701. It would have been useful to
include Janowka into my dissertation, but unfortunately his treatise is written in Czech which
exceeds my language skills.
Michel Pignolet de Montéclair serves as evidence of the existence of what we know as
our modern 4/4 conducting pattern, mentioned and provided by examples in 1736. Montéclair’s
treatise also brings more practical aspects to light. His conducting training concepts and specific
technical exercises are bewildering.
The development of modern conducting patterns in the time frame of my topic is
concluded with the French theorist Henri-Louis Choquel and his treatise from 1762. He is of
greater interest mainly for two reasons: his invention of a mechanical advice shows us his
thought process and his contribution to the development of conducting technique. The idea of
using a mechanical device is probably somewhat old-fashioned, yet it shows the desperate and
dissatisfied situation many theorists and musicians were in, suffering under the musical
environment’s circumstances back then. Most important although, is his contribution based on
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the discussion of left-handed conducting. Personally, I was very pleased to read this source in
which I found support for the continuous struggle I feel when I find people arguing that lefthanded conducting is not viable. I therefore hope to contribute a small amount of help towards
this abstruse discussion.
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CHAPTER 3
VARIOUS TYPES OF ENSEMBLE DIRECTION
In the seventeenth century the number, the variety, the complexity, and the size of
musical ensembles grew considerably and therefore the necessity of formal direction of an
ensemble became important: while conducting was pretty minimal Palestrina’s time, it was much
more necessary and common in Schütz’s. This process of growing continued and achieved its
peak in the eighteenth century. With the growth of different kinds of ensemble in church, court,
and theater it is obvious that the need for different types of direction arose simultaneously.
Theorists of the time tend to focus on three different types of role: the Kapellmeister, the
keyboardist-leader, and the violinist-leader. The Kapellmeister’s duty was to rehearse and
conduct any performances of singers and instrumentalists. Later on we will see that the
Kapellmeister’s duty changed depending on the venue. Speaking of venue, performances in the
eighteenth century took place—besides in church—in courts and theaters. The keyboardistleader directed from a keyboard instrument such as the organ, the harpsichord, or the fortepiano.
The concertmaster took also certain duties which were combined with a Kapellmeister and that
concept resulted in a kind of double-leadership. At the end there will be a discussion on the last
type of ensemble direction by having a violinist-leader. Let us now begin with the first type: the
Kapellmeister.
Kapellmeister
The Kapellmeister’s duties in the seventeenth and eighteenth century were tremendous.
In Germany, the Kapellmeister was contracted in court orchestras and Kapellen. He was not only
responsible for directing and leading the ensembles from rehearsal to performance, he was also
expected to compose, organizing instruments which were demanded for a performance, looking
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after written parts either printed or in manuscripts. He usually led the performance from the
keyboard and was at the same time responsible for the appropriate behavior of the entire
ensemble.1 First, let us go back to Johann Beer, who has already been discussed on time-beating.
Johann Beer: Musicalische Discurse, 1719
In Chapter 1, “Aus was für Ursachen die Musik an vielen Orten degeneriere und ins
Abnehmen gerate,” of his treatise Musicalische Discurse from 1719, the Austrian composer,
musician, writer and poet Beer discusses the poor decisions made by many chapels who appoint
directors who will work for the smallest payment. If that is the way, Beer says, they would not
get the best directors but rather mediocre leaders who might not have learned the business
properly:
Kapitel 1: Aus was für Ursachen die Musik an Chapter 1: What causes music to degenerate
vielen Orten degeneriere und ins Abnehmen
in many places and fall into decline?
gerate?
Damit also das Kind bei seinem Namen
genennet werde, stehet der erste Fehler in der
geringen Bezahlung, der andere in dem
schlecht bestellten directorio derjenigen,
welche die Chöre als Vorgesetzte regieren
sollen. Aus Ermangelung des ersten, wird das
gesamte corpus musicum, entweder gar
wenige, oder aber gar niemals einen
Virtuosen zählen.
Denn gewiss ists, dass kein geschenktes
Handwerk so genaue Wissenschaft um ihre
Zunft haben kann, als die Kapellen einander
kennen. Entspringen also aus dem ersten
Fehler zweierlei Übel. Erstlich, dass man gute
Leute bei geringer Besoldung nicht lange
behält, vors andere, nach derselben Abschied
ihres gleichen nimmer krieget.

To name the child by its name, the first
mistake is in the small payment and the other
in the badly appointed directors of those who
lead the choirs like superiors. For lack of the
first, few or none will become a virtuoso out
of the whole ensemble.

It is for sure that no given craft requires such
an exact science around their guild as the
Kapellen are known for. Therefore, from the
first error arise two evils. Primarily, one may
not keep good people for long by paying a
very low salary, and after their farewell one
will never get another like them again.

1

Spitzer and Zaslaw, The Birth of the Orchestra: History of an Institution (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2005), 200.
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Den andern Fehler belangend, habe ich
gesagt, dass er herfliesse von dem schlechten
Directorio derjenigen, welche die Chöre
regieren sollen, und diese ratio ist so klar,
dass sie nur von einem Unverständigen wird
in Zweifel gezogen werden. Belade ein Schiff
mit den herrlichsten Kaufmanns-Gütern,
untergib selbiges einem ungeübten Schiffer,
wie weit meinest du, dass er selbiges bringen
werde? Ehe du dich versiehst, fähret er an
eine Klippe, und gehet mit der aufgelegten
Ware zu Grunde: nicht anders machts ein
untüchtiger chori praefes.

Concerning the other mistake I have said that
it results from the bad direction of those who
govern the choirs, and the reason is so clear,
that it will only be doubted by an ignoramus.
Load a ship with the most glorious
merchants’ goods, subordinate it to an
unskilled sailor; how far do you think he can
ship it? Before you know it, he will steer into
a cliff and sink to the ground with all goods:
there is no difference with an inefficient choir
prefect.

Und wie will ein tapferer Soldat fechten im
Fall ihm ein ungeschickter Offizier vorgesetzt
ist? Er wird nicht allein dem Feind keinen
Schaden zufügen, sondern demselben mit
Schand und Spott samt dem Anführer
unterliegen müssen. Ist also nötig, dass ein
gutes Pferd von einem guten Reiter geritten,
und ein göldenes Halsband seinem Schwein
an den Hals gebunden werde.2

And how will a brave soldier fence in the case
if an unskilled officer is his superior? Soldier
and superior will not harm the enemy but
more so be subjected with shame and ridicule.
Therefore, it is necessary, that a good horse is
mounted by a good rider, and a pig’s neck
shall be tied by a golden collar.3

With his metaphorical language and droll comparisons, Beer points out the importance of
having an efficient Kapellmeister who is actually able to direct his ensemble. His statement
regarding low payment is certainly a topic which will never become antiquated. I believe that it
is one of the responsibilities of a conductor or director that he should not accept any position
with a low payment: he simply would sell himself short and the risk that an institution might hire
a less expensive director for the next project would be immense, further it would impact the
market in a negative way. This is more related to the freelance environment rather than to
academia. Beer’s florid comparisons between soldier and officer, an unskilled sailor steering a

2

Johann Beer, Musicalische Discurse (Nuremberg: P.C. Monath, 1719), 1-3.

3

With this last sentence Beer is using a metaphor which underlines the situation of a brave soldier who is
supposed to fence while having an unskilled officer as superior. It would be equally ridiculous as to have a pig with
a golden collar tied to its neck.
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ship to the cliff, a good horse, that should be mounted by a good rider, and a pig with a golden
collar tied on its neck, are mentioned to underline the importance of having an efficient person,
whether in front of a group of people or an ensemble.
In Chapter 2, “Ob eine Kapelle oder Chor vor sich selbst, ohne Zuziehung eines
Kapellmeisters oder Directoris bestehen könne,“ Beer provides the following ideas:
Kapitel 2: Ob eine Kapell oder Chor vor sich
selbst, ohne Zuziehung eines Kapellmeisters
oder Directoris bestehen könne?

Chapter 2: Whether an ensemble or choir can
exist by itself without consulting a
Kapellmeister or director?

Dass das freie Gemüthe eines Künstlers sich
niemandes direction zu unterwerfen, jure
naturae, könnte gezwungen werden, und
dergleichen.

That by the law of nature an artist’s free mind
shall never be imposed and forced under any
direction, and so on.

Sie wenden ferner ein, man solle sehen, wie
viel Ungelegenheiten es derowegen so da, als
dort gegeben, und sich als denn die beste
Harmonie von sich selbst dissolviert habe.

They also argue that one should see that the
finest harmony dissolved by itself due to
many inconveniences which already took
place.

Im Gegenteil aber (damit sie auch den Schein
des Rechten haben) argumentieren sie, dass
ein Corpus ohne vorgesetzten subjecto, gleich
einer solchen Gemeinschaft wäre, da einer so
wohl als der andere regiere, und damit
deswegen alle Unordnungen vermieden
würden, müsse einer um den andern seine
Stücke oder Composition aufführen.

On the contrary, however, (and this also
appears to be right), they argue that a corps
without a superior would be equal to a
fellowship that one or the other could do as
well as the other. Thereby, all of the disorder
would be avoided and all of them are capable
to perform their pieces or compositions.

Durch solche Ordnung würden sich jede und
alle auf das äusserste, um das beste zu tun,
angreiffen, dadurch nicht allein die Herrschaft
grosse satisfaction geniessen, sondern man
noch darzu die sumptus, welche auf den
Directorem kämen, im Säckel behalten, oder
mit denselben noch mehr subjecta anschaffen,
und also den Chor duplizieren könnte.

By this arrangement and to achieve the best,
they would attack each other to the fullest
extent. Thus they would not only enjoy the
power with great satisfaction, but in addition,
they would keep the director’s salary in the
pocket or would try to acquire even more
[directors], and duplicate the size of the choir.

Ob sie nun wohl mit diesen und dergleichen
Rationen, ein grosses gewonnen haben sich
träumen lassen, so bringen sie doch dadurch
nichts hauptsächliches auf die Bahn. Denn sie
sagen: ein Soldat wäre gegen seinen Offizier

Whether they have success by dreaming in
those and the like, they will not achieve
anything essential out of it. Than they say: a
soldier would be less worth compared to his
officer. But a virtuoso compared to another
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weniger, ein Virtuos aber gegen den andern,
in der aequiparation einerlei, ist zu wissen,
dass ich sie in certo tertio comparire.

equally balanced, is to know, I surely
compare them with a third one.

Es kann auch wohl sein, dass ein Musketier
mehr, als sein vorgesetzter Korporal verstehe,
aber um der Ordnung willen muss jener
regieren, und dieser parieren, und ist noch
lange nicht an dem, wenn sie vorgeben, die
corpora würden durch die Directores mehr
dissolvieret, als stabiliret.

It may well be that a musketeer understands
more than his superior corporal, but for the
sake of order one must govern and the other
parry. It is far from the point if they pretend
the corps would more dissolve rather than
stabilize because of its directors.

Weit ein anders lehret die Erfahrung, und
bleibt hierinnen gewisslich bei dem alten
Sprichwort, dass ihr „viel Pfeiffer den Tanz
verderben,“ dessen ich viel special Exemple,
ihrem Fundament zu wider, hierher bringen
könnte.

The experience teaches differently and
certainly remains with the old saying that
“you know-it-all” destroy the dance.4 I could
cite much special examples on its fundament.

Und was soll es heissen, dass sich niemand
demjenigen, mit welchem er ein gleiches
verstünde, unterwerfen solle? Hier lehret die
Christliche Bescheidenheit und die Ordnung
der Obrigkeit ein anders, und ist der Terminus
subjectionis in hoc puncto nicht stricte,
sondern latissime zu verstehen.5

And what is it supposed to mean that no one
subordinates himself to whoever understands
the same knowledge? The Christian modesty
and the order of authority teaches a different
way and the point of this subject is not to be
understood strict but more generally.

Obviously, Beer is describing the musical life of the beginning of the eighteenth century
with all its different ideas and approaches for new leadership concepts. In the eighteenth century
the “free mind” has certainly become of greater interest than it has been before. Yet Beer
criticizes that the assumption of accepting an artist’s “free mind” can only be approached by
undirected ensembles. According to Beer, ensemble members would enter into a competition
against each other and create disorder. He further accuses ensembles of spending money for their
own purposes, for instance into their own pocket or to increase the size of the ensemble.

4

The German word “viel Pfeiffer” has in its context a different meaning and refers to “you know-it-all.”

5

Johann Beer, Musicalische Discurse, 3-6.
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It is nothing more than a dream, Beer says, and they would not achieve anything: I agreea democratic way of leading rehearsals can make it very complicated and inefficient; a certain
leadership is necessary in order to prepare an ensemble efficiently and in a reasonable period of
time. Beer disagrees to compare between any military people and artists and points out that those
are two separate worlds. If one has to compare two artists he recommends to call a third one for
counseling, this is another interesting liberal view and guarantees neutrality.
Apparently there have been a lot of “know-it-all” people who risked destroying the
musical environment. Beer concludes it with his statement that there is nothing wrong with
subordination and that one should remind himself of the “order of authority” and “Christian
modesty,” a maxim which is certainly true. Let us now continue with Johann Mattheson and Der
vollkommene Capellmeister from 1739.
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Johann Mattheson: Der vollkommene Capellmeister, 1739
Johann Mattheson (1681-1764), was a German composer, singer, writer, lexicographer,
diplomat, and music theorist. His treatise Der vollkommene Capellmeister from 1739, a
compendium of 534 pages is a valuable source in many aspects regarding performance practice
of the eighteenth century. It provides insight to a great degree regarding what a Kapellmeister
should possess and be aware of while rehearsing and performing. Of greater interest is part III,
Chapter 26 “Von der Regierung An-, Auf-, und Ausführung einer Musik,” in which he presents
incredible advice in regard to conducting, direction, production, and execution of a concert.
Chapter 26 consists of 34 paragraphs and I chose seven of them that are—in my opinion—most
closely related to the topic:
Paragraph 6:
Wer demnach eine Musik regieren will, hat
sich vor allen Dingen eines gewissens
Ansehens zu befleissigen, welches oft mehr
ausrichtet als das Übrige, einen Chor in
gehörigen Schranken zu halten. Er soll mit
seinem Leben und Wandel auf keinerlei
Weise anstössig oder ärgerlich fallen, weil
daraus gemeiniglich die höchste
Geringachtung entsteht. Das gute Gerücht und
die Vielgültigkeit sind solche zärtliche
Sachen, dass mit einem einzigen falschen
Tritt alles dasjenige über einen Haufen fallen
kann, was man sich in vielen Jahren, durch
grosse Geflissenheit erworben hat.

Paragraph 6:
Hence anyone who wants to direct a
performance not only has to avoid all these
prejudices and failures; but before all things
must strive for a certain authority, which
often accomplishes more than all else in
keeping a choir within the appropriate
bounds. He should in no way be offensive or
scandalous in his living and conduct, for
commonly the greatest contempt arises from
that. A good reputation and esteem one has
gained for oneself in many years through
great assiduousness can be destroyed.

Paragraph 8:
Der ehemalige Wolffenbüttelsche
Kapellmeister, J. S. Cousser, besass in diesem
Stücke eine Gabe, die unverbesserlich war,
und dergleichen mir noch nie wieder
aufgestossen ist. Er war unermüdet im
Unterrichten; liess alle Leute, vom grössten
bis zum kleinsten die unter seiner Aufsicht
standen, zu sich ins Haus kommen; sang und
spielte ihnen eine jede Note vor, wie er sie

Paragraph 8:
J.S. Cousser, formerly Kapellmeister at
Wolffenbüttel, possessed an incomparable gift
in this regard, the like of which has not again
been encountered by me. He was untiring in
instruction; allowed all people, from the
highest to the lowest, who were under his
supervision, to come to his home; sang and
played every note for them as he would want
such to be produced; and did all of this for
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gern herausgebracht wissen wollte; und
solches alles bei einem jeden insbesondere,
mit solcher Gelindigkeit und Anmut, dass ihn
jedermann lieben, und für treuen Unterricht
höchst verbunden sein müsste. Kam es aber
von der Anführung zum Treffen und zur
öffentlichen Aufführung, oder Probe, so
zitterte und bebte fast alles vor ihm, nicht nur
im Orchester, sondern auch auf dem
Schauplatze: da wusste er manchem seine
Fehler mit solcher empfindlichen Art
vorzurücken, dass diesem die Augen dabei oft
übergingen. Hergegen besänftigte er sich auch
sofort wieder und suchte mit Fleiss eine
Gelegenheit, die beigebrachten Wunden durch
eine ausnehmende Höflichkeit zu verbinden.
Auf solche Weise führte er Sachen aus, die
vor ihm niemand hatte angreifen dürfen. Er
kann zum Muster dienen.

everyone individually with such gentleness
and charm that everyone had to love him and
had to be highly grateful for his fine
instruction. But when things moved from the
direction to the public production, or
rehearsal, then almost all had fear and
trembling before him, not only in the
orchestra but also on the stage: for he knew
how to reproach a person for his errors in
such a sharp manner that often the eyes of the
latter were filled with tears. On the other
hand, he calmed down again immediately,
and diligently sought an opportunity to bind
the thus-produced wounds through
extraordinary politeness. In such manner he
produced things which no one before him had
been able to undertake. He can serve as the
paragon.

Paragraph 14:
Was von dem unnützen Geprügel, Getöse und
Gehämmer mit Stöcken, Schlüsseln und
Füssen zu halten, davon ist in der Organistenprobe etwas erwähnt, und wo mir recht nicht
ohne Nutzen gelesen worden: weil man seit
der Zeit von diesem Unwesen so viel nicht
vernommen hat. Ich bin der Meinung, dass
ein kleiner Wink, nicht nur mit der Hand,
sondern bloss und allein mit den Augen und
Gebärden das meiste herbei ausrichten könne,
ohne ein grosses Federfechten anzustellen:
wenn nur die Untergebenen ihre Blicke
fleissig auf den Vorgesetzten gerichtet sein
lassen wollen.

Paragraph 14:
It has already been mentioned in the
Organisten-Probe6 what to think of the
useless stomping, din and pounding with
sticks, keys and feet, and, if I am right, it has
been read not without benefit: because since
that time not so much has been perceived of
this abuse. Without being overly contentious,
I am of the opinion that a little sign, not only
with the hand but merely with the eyes and
gestures, could accomplish most of this; if
only the performers would assiduously keep
their eyes on the director.

Paragraph 16:
In eben dem Ausführungs-Verstande soll ein
Kapellmeister, nächst dem Singen, billig das
Klavier spielen können, und zwar recht
gründlich, weil er damit bei der Vollziehung
alles andere am besten begleiten, und auch
zugleich regieren kann. Ich bin allzeit besser
dabei gefahren, wenn ich sowohl mitgespielt,

Paragraph 16:
As regards performance, a Kapellmeister
should, next to singing, also be able to play
the clavier, and in fact quite well, because in
performance he can best accompany all of the
others and direct at the same time. I have
always fared better when I have played as
well as sung along, rather than merely stood

6

“Grosse Generalbass-Schule,” written by Johann Mattheson in 1719.
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als mitgesungen habe, als wenn ich bloss des
Taktes wegen nur da gestanden bin. Der Chor
wird durch solches Mitspielen und Mitsingen
sehr ermuntert, und man kann die Leute viel
besser anfrischen.

there to give the beat. The choir is very
encouraged when one joins in the playing and
singing, and one can animate people much
better.

Paragraph 23:
Die Proben sind so notwendig, dass es höchst
zu bewundern, wenn man noch Leute antrifft,
die demselben wiedersprechen, und doch
Vernunft haben wollen. In der Vorrede des
brauchbaren Virtuosen ist dieserwegen eine
kleine Erinnerung geschehen. Hier will ich
nur soviel sagen, dass nicht nur die
Untergebenen, sonder auch ihre Vorgesetzten
oft selber die Proben gar wohl benötigen.

Paragraph 23:
Rehearsals are so essential that it is quite
amazing when one still meets people who
contradict this and yet pretend to have
intelligence. In the foreword of der
brauchbare Virtuose7 brief comment has been
made on this. Here I only want to say that not
only the performers but also their directors
would often need the rehearsals themselves.

Paragraph 26:
Bei Hofe und auf Schaubühnen, wenn grosse
Herren zugegen sind, hat man gemeiniglich so
viel Ehrfurcht ihrer Personhalber, dass die
Fehler der Auf-und Ausführung äussersten
Fleisses vermieden werden. Warum sollte
man denn vor den Augen des Allerhöchsten,
und wo dessen Ehre besonders wohnet,
weniger Aufmerksamkeit hegen, als vor
Fürsten?

Paragraph 26:
At court and on the stage, when great nobles
are present, there is generally sufficient
deference to their persons that failures in
production and presentation are painstakingly
avoided. Why should one then have less
attentiveness before the eyes of the Almighty,
and where His honor especially dwells, than
before princes?8

Paragraph 33:
Endlich so rechnen wir auch mit unter die
guten Grundsätze eines Musik-Vorstehers,
insbesondere in der Kirche, dass er andrer
Leute löbliche Arbeit nicht ganz unter die
Bank werfen und nur immer in seine eigene
Erfindungen verliebt sei, sondern dass er je
zuweilen, was etwa sonst von berühmten
Leuten schönes verfertiget worden, auch
aufführe.9

Paragraph 33:
So finally we also consider among the
fundamentals of a musical director, especially
in the church, that he would not completely
reject the praiseworthy work of other people
and only be enamored of his own; but that he
also would sometimes produce what of beauty
has perhaps been composed by other famous
people.10

7

Sonatas for flute and continuo composed by Mattheson in 1720.

8

The actual German meaning of “Fürst” means lord rather than prince.

9

Johann Mattheson, Der vollkommene Capellmeister (Hamburg: Christian Herold, 1739), 479-84.

10

Johann Mattheson, Der vollkommene Capellmeister, trans. Ernest C. Harriss (Ann Arbor: UMI Research
Press, 1981), 864-71.
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The validity of Mattheson’s ideas and its modern approach written more than 250 years
ago simply takes one by surprise. Let me examine his important statements. A Kapellmeister’s
“reputation” is something one does not read about often in theoretical treatises. Many textbooks
and treatises focus on the conductor’s craft such as learning technique, conducting patterns, score
study, rehearsal technique, and so on. Yet the importance of a conductor’s “reputation” is often
neglected, and much of his or her success can depend on it. How can a Kapellmeister, music
director, or conductor lead musicians if he is not accepted by them? I think the answer is simple:
one must be a role model for musicians and students in order to achieve their respect: how can a
Kapellmeister accuse a musician of being unprepared if he himself is conducting at sight?
Mattheson’s observation is as true today as it was for him—as is his statement that by one simple
step you can “destroy” everything you have achieved “over many years.”
Mattheson cites the former Kapellmeister Cousser of Wolffenbüttel by praising his style
of teaching. I truly support his statement at the end where he said “he can serve as a model.” This
careful teaching philosophy could indeed serve as an educational concept in the modern sense,
even though it must have been very time consuming.
What also stands out in a conductor’s point of view is his advice in paragraph 14 in
which he refers to “noisy, hammering conducting with a stick, key, or foot.” This is not new: we
have seen examples earlier. Yet what took me completely by surprise is his suggestion how one
can avoid the noise and simultaneously improve the conducting: he says that it only needs “a
little cue with eyes or gestures.” This marks a huge step towards a conducting technique which is
far apart from what we have seen before.
Of further interest is the evidence that Mattheson points out the necessity of rehearsing,
an argument which I fully support: the rehearsal itself has to become an institution which should
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be accepted and taken seriously by all people involved. How often do we have the situation
where musicians believe that the rehearsal’s purpose is to learn their own part? This, however,
has absolutely nothing to do with a rehearsal. A conductor should expect that all musicians are
well prepared and know their individual part. If that is not the case it is simply a waste of time.
Yet the same principle should be expected from the conductor. We have come full circle: if both,
musicians and conductor are aware of their role and duties, one will achieve respect and the
deserved reputation. Every human’s conscience should agree with Mattheson’s statement that
one should give his best no matter what people are in the audience: there just should be no
difference. The same applies for his request to not be “selfish or narcissistic” by neglecting
“commendable work of others.” This stresses the relationship between performer and composer:
too often conductors change the composer’s intent to their own will or (even worse) by thinking
this just fits my feeling better. I believe Mattheson brings up something very important: basic
requirements of a role model while being a conductor. Let us continue with Johann Adolph
Scheibe and his Der critische Musikus from 1740.
Johann Adolph Scheibe: Der critische Musikus, 1740
The German-Danish composer Johann Adolph Scheibe (1708-1776) has already been
discussed in Chapter 1. In his republished periodical Der critische Musikus from 1740, he
provided interesting concepts how one can omit the noisy time-beating technique and lead an
ensemble by merely conducting. He understood the efficiency of the conducting technique by
having the down-beat emphasized while the beats in between produced by a moderate hand
motion. In addition, there are interesting statements which belong to this chapter: Scheibe gives
some useful tips about rehearsal, duties of a music director in orchestra and opera, and
characteristics of a good conductor. Let us begin with the characteristics of a good conductor:
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Es ist aber nicht allein die Kenntnis der
Musikanten und die Beobachtung des Orts,
wie er nämlich alle zur Musik gehörige
Personen geschickt stellen solle: Man hat von
einem Direktor noch weit mehr zu fordern.

In order to place all people belonging to the
music skillfully, it is not enough to know all
musicians and observe the venue; there is
much more to ask for a director.

Er muss auch eine vollkommene Einsicht in
die musikalische Setzkunst haben; er muss
also alle musikalischen Stücke, die er
aufzuführen gedenket, vollkommen bekannt
sein.

He must also possess a thorough
understanding of composition and be
completely familiar with all of musical pieces
he is intending to perform.

Ich glaube, dass man diese Umstände
insbesondere bei einem Direktor eines
musikalischen Chores zu bemerken habe: weil
daraus alles übrige eigentlich fliesset, was nur
die Vollkommenheit einer Musik, in
Ansehung der Aufführung, vermehren kann.

I believe that a choir director must pay special
attention to these factors, because everything
else flows therefrom, which only the
perfection of a musical ensemble in the
context of the performance can profliferate.

Unter einer vollkommenen Einsicht in die
musikalische Setzkunst, die ein Direktor der
Musik besitzen soll, verstehe ich aber
folgende Eigenschaften: Er soll nämlich die
Grundregeln der Harmonie, die
Beschaffenheit der Tonarten und ihre
Abweichungen, den Gebrauch der Intervalle,
und überhaupt den Generalbass verstehen.

For the thorough understanding of musical
composition that a music director must
possess, I understand the following
characteristics: he should understand the basic
rules of harmony, the nature of keys and their
modulations, and the use of intervals; he
should perfectly understand figured bass.

Ferner soll er auch die vornehmsten
Abteilungen der musikalischen Schreibarten,
insbesondere aber die Eigenschaften des
Kirchenstils, des Kammerstils, und des
theatralischen Stils insoweit einsehen und
kennen, dass er geschickt ist, Gründe davon
anzugeben, ein vernünftiges Urteil über alle
damit verbundenen Vorfälle zu erteilen, und
dass er endlich dadurch die Fertigkeit und
Fähigkeit erlanget, ein vollkommenes Stück
nach seinem Werte und nach seiner
innerlichen und äusserlichen Beschaffenheit
zu untersuchen und zu beurteilen.

Further, he also has to understand and
recognize the most important divisions of the
musical styles, particularly the characteristics
of the church style, the chamber style, and the
theatrical style, so that he has the skill to
make a reasonable judgment on every thus
connected musical passage, and that he,
therefore, finally attains the skill and
capability to examine and judge a complete
piece according to its value, internal and
external nature.

Ein praktischer Musikant, der insbesondere
auf dem Klavier oder auf der Orgel stark ist,
wird sich aber vornehmlich am besten zu
einem Direktor schicken, weil man bei diesem

It would be best if a practical musician,
particularly strong on the piano or the organ,
becomes a director, because one will find all
aforementioned qualities readily available in
him.
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am ersten alle jetztgedachte Eigenschaften
finden wird.
Wiewohl solches auch keine allgemeine
Regel ist: Denn man wird auch unter den
übrigen praktischen Musikanten,
insbesondere aber unter denjenigen, welche
erfahrene Virtuosen auf der Geige oder auch
Sänger sind, Männer antreffen, die oft mehr
Witz haben und mehr Erfahrung und
gründliche Einsicht besitzen als mancher
Organist.

Although such is not a general rule, among
other practical musicians, especially
experienced virtuosi on the violin or singers,
one will find men who often have more wit,
experience, and thorough knowledge than
many organists.

Allein ein Direktor mag nun unter diese oder
jene Klasse praktischer Musikanten gehören,
wenn er nur alle angeführte Eigenschaft
beweiset. So wird er allemal geschickt sein,
ein Stück nach dem Sinne des Verfassers
aufzuführen; doch muss er auch die
Beschaffenheit des Ortes, wo er das Stück
aufführen soll, ingleichen die
Geschicklichkeit aller in seinem Chore
befindlichen Musikanten, gründlich kennen.

A director may be considered to belong to this
or that class of practical musician only when
he possesses all listed characteristics. He of
course will be skilled enough to perform a
piece according to the composer’s ideals. Yet
he must thoroughly know the character of the
place where he is to perform the piece, and he
also must know thoroughly the skill of all
singers in his choir.

Zum ersten wird ihm die Erfahrung und dann
noch einige Vorteile die ich jetzt bemerken
will, am besten verhelfen; das letztere aber
kann er durch seine bereits vorausgesetzte
Einsicht in die musikalische Setzkunst und
durch den Umgang mit denen unter seiner
Direktion stehenden Musikanten, und durch
eine regelmässige Prüfung derselben gar bald
erlangen.

Above all, experience will help him best, and
secondly some assets that I now will mention.
The latter, however, he can soon attain
through his previously established knowledge
of composition and through properly dealing
with the musicians under his direction and
through regular examination thereof.

Die Vorteile aber, die bei der Bestellung einer
Musik zu beobachten sind, können etwa
folgende sein: Man soll bei Vokalmusiken
darauf insbesondere sehen, dass sich die
Singstimmen am besten und am deutlichsten
hören lassen, und nicht durch die Instrumente
unvernehmlich gemachet werden.

The advantages, however, which are to be
considered in organizing [the placement of] a
musical ensemble can be among the
following: in vocal music, one should in
particular be careful that the singing voices be
best and most clearly heard and not made
inaudible through the instruments.

Wenn etwa Trompeten und Pauken bei der
Musik sind, so soll man sie so viel möglich
verstecken und hinter alle übrigen
Instrumente stellen, wenn man nicht durch ihr
prasselndes Geräusch so wohl Harmonie als

If trumpets and timpani are involved, you
must hide them as much as possible and put
them behind all the remaining instruments, if
you don’t want to make the harmony, the
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Melodie und Sänger und Instrumente
unvernehmlich machen will.

melody, the singers, and instrumentalists
inaudible by their brash noise.

Mit schwachen blasenden Instrumenten,
ingleichen mit Kniegeigen und mit Lauten hat
man gleiche Behutsamkeit als mit den
Singstimmen zu beobachten.

With the weak-sounding wind instruments,
and also with viola da gamba and lutes, one
has to observe the same caution as with the
voices.

Die Bässe, vornehmlich aber das
Clavycymbel, wenn es vorhanden ist, soll
man den Sängern zum besten so stellen, dass
sie ganz nahe bei ihnen sind: weil sonst die
Sänger, insbesondere wenn es in der Kirche
oder auf einem weiteren Platze ist, sehr leicht
können irre gemacht werden, zumal wenn die
übrigen Instrumente still schweigen.

The basses—above all, however, the
harpsichord, when it is available—should best
to placed so that the singers are very close by;
otherwise the singers, especially in church or
in a large space, can easily be led astray,
especially when the other instruments are
silent.

Was man etwa sonst noch anführen könnte,
ist am besten aus der Enge oder Weite des
Orts zu schliessen; ingleichen auch aus dem
Zuge der Luft, aus dem Widerschalle und aus
dem Platze, wo sich die Zuhörer befinden.11

Other things that could be mentioned are best
decided based on the size of the space,
likewise also the movement of the air [there],
the reverberations, and the places where the
listeners sit.

Scheibe complains that singers often are appointed unwisely regarding their skills, and
therefore a proficient distribution of the parts can give an opera great force, just as the
opposite—an unwise distribution—can destroy the finest performance. The practical advice to
observe the venue of a performance for any acoustical problems is also remarkable. If there are
balance problems with trumpets and timpani involved, Scheibe hides them and puts them behind
all other instruments, a tradition which still is in use. He further understands that the balance can
be checked best if one sits where the audience is going to be for the performance. Let us take a
look what Scheibe tells us about how to rehearse:
Zur geschickten Aufführung eines Stückes
gehöret ferner, dass der Direktor Sorge trägt,
dasselbe zuvor wohl zu probieren.

11

Further, for a skillful performance of a piece
the director must take care to well rehearse
the musicians in advance.

Johann Adolph Scheibe, Der critische Musikus, 2nd ed. (Hamburg: Rudolf Beneke, 1740), 410-11.
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Je mehrmal ein Stück probieret wird, desto
besser wird es ausfallen, und desto gewisser
wird es die verlangte Wirkung bei den
Zuhörern haben.

The more a piece is rehearsed, the better it
will become and the more certainly will it
have the desired effect on the listeners.

Keine Probe aber wird nützlich und
vollkommen sein, wenn sich nicht alle
dazugehörigen Leute einfinden: Weil sonst
einer die Beschaffenheit des Stückes zuvor
kennen wird, da hingegen der andere nichts
davon weiss.

No rehearsal, however, will be useful and
complete if all people involved are not
present—because otherwise one [musician]
would know the nature of the piece, but, on
the contrary, another wouldn’t know anything
thereof.

Daraus entstehet bei der Aufführung nicht nur
eine Ungleichheit, sondern auch sehr oft eine
grosse Unordnung, indem der Unwissende
sehr leicht die übrigen aus der Ordnung
bringen kann.12

This will create not only unevenness in the
performance, but also often a major disorder,
in which the ignorant lead the others astray
very easily.

Bei der Probe selbst soll der Direktor alle
Personen so stellen, wie sie nachdem bei der
ordentlichen Aufführung stehen werden.
Die Stimmen müssen auch bei der Probe und
bei der Aufführung von einerlei Personen
bestellt sein.

In the rehearsal itself the director shall place
all persons in the same way as they will be
placed in the actual performance. The parts
must be performed by the same persons in the
rehearsal and in the performance.

Auch die geringste Veränderung kann hierbei
schädlich sein. Es soll der Direktor ferner bei
der Probe alles deutlich und ordentlich
erinnern, was die Schönheit des Stückes
befördern kann, oder was sonst dabei zu
bemerken ist.

Even the slightest change can be harmful.
Further, in the rehearsal the director should
clearly and properly remind everyone of what
can promote a piece’s beauty, or what else
thereby is to receive attention.

Er soll Acht haben, ob und wo einige Fehler
vorgehen, damit er solche sofort verbessern
kann. Vornehmlich soll er auf die
Deutlichkeit dringen, damit die Sänger die
Worte wohl aussprechen, die Instrumente
aber das Stark (forte) und das Gelinde (piano)
mit allen dabei vorfallenden Veränderungen
genau beobachten; Alle aber durch allzuweit
ausschweifende Manieren und Auszierungen

He should pay attention if and where some
mistakes appear, so that he can correct them
immediately. Above all he should insist on
clarity: that singers pronounce the words well;
that the instrumentalists observe exactly the
forte and the piano, with all the changes that
occur; and that all are careful not to make the
piece unattractive through too excessive
embellishments and ornaments of the main
notes.

12

Ibid., 412.
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der Hauptnoten das Stück nicht unansehlich
machen.13
These abovementioned paragraphs point out Scheibe’s understanding of the importance
of rehearsals. He says that it is necessary to “rehearse well,” the more and better rehearsed the
better the performance will be. I agree, but unfortunately nowadays there are often budget cuts
which significantly affect the environments of musical ensembles everywhere.
There are certain points which in the modern era are unpreventable: for example his
advice to always rehearse with the same personnel as one will have in the performance. It is
obvious that there are circumstances in which one simply is not able to attend a rehearsal which
will end in having a substitute in the orchestra. It also does not need further explanation how
much this differs between a professional orchestra and a school ensemble.
His statement that a conductor must address mistakes which occur during a rehearsal in
order to improve it immediately indeed makes sense: this is what we call “efficient rehearsing.”
Scheibe kept this statement rather short; it would have been interesting to read about his
principle of dealing with occurring mistakes made by the musicians. Personally, I believe
Scheibe is not discussing it further because it is individual and much depends on the conductor’s
experience. When a conductor actually should stop the rehearsal and correct a mistake, or just
recognize it by a gesture or look to the specific section is something which requires experience.
Scheibe provides additional points of a psychological nature which he believes are necessary for
a successful rehearsal:
Was nun ferner die Erinnerung betrifft, die er
bei der Probe seiner Stücke diesem oder
jenem erteilen muss, so muss er dabei viel
Bescheidenheit und Klugheit anwenden,
13

Further concerning the remarks that he must
impart to one or another musician in the
rehearsal, he must here apply much modesty
and wisdom, so that he can preserve his

Ibid.
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damit er sich in seinem Ansehen erhalten,
diejenigen aber, die er dirigieren soll, alle
seine Erinnerungen willig und gerne von ihm
annehmen, und sie zur Ausübung bringen.

reputation. Therefore, those he shall conduct
will accept all his reminders gladly and
willingly and pursue them to perfection.

Wie stark manche Directores hierin
verstossen, ist bekannt. Er muss aber zur
Überzeugung auch allemal seinen
Anmerkungen gewisse tüchtige Gründe
beifügen, damit nicht einer oder der andere
dasjenige vor einem Eigensinn auslegen, was
er erinnert, und es diesfalls nicht annehmen
möge.

How much some directors violate these
principles is well known. But to conviction he
must also always add efficient reasons along
to his remarks, so that no one of his reminders
is interpreted as stubbornness, and thus fails
to be accepted.

Man kann hier daraus schliessen, dass ein
Direktor genugsames Ansehen besitzen muss,
wenn er sein Amt mit Vorteil führen soll. Es
werden sonst alle seine Erinnerungen
unkräftig werden.

One can thus conclude that a director must
possess sufficient reputation if he wants to fill
his position to advantage. Otherwise all his
reminders [instructions] will be ineffective.

Man wird ihn mehr auslachen, als sich nach
ihm richten: zumal wenn einige eigensinnige
und hochmütige Leute unter seinem Chore
sind, die man oft nicht lange suchen muss.

Rather than following him, they will laugh at
him, especially if some headstrong and
arrogant people are in his choir. One does not
have to look far to find such people.

Wenn nun bei der Probe alles, was ich jetzt
aufgeführt habe, wohl in Acht genommen,
und auch das Stück, so vielmal es dem
Direktor nötig geschienen hat, probiert
worden: So kann man endlich zur
ordentlichen Aufführung schreiten.

If everything I have listed is well observed in
rehearsal, and the piece has also been
rehearsed as often as appeared necessary to
the director, one finally can proceed to the
actual performance.

Dabei muss nun der Direktor alles nochmals
wiederholen, was er bei den Proben bemerkt
hat. Er muss ferner alle zur Musik gehörige in
der Ordnung, als sie bei der Probe gewesen
sind, stellen, und im übrigen allen Fleiss
anwenden, damit das Stück deutlich,
geschickt und mit allem gehörigem
Nachdruck aufgeführt werde.

In doing so, the director has to repeat again
whatever he pointed out during the rehearsals.
Moreover, he must place all persons
belonging to the music in the same way as
they were in the rehearsal. Additionally, he
must be indefatigable [in his directing] so that
the piece will be performed clearly, skillfully,
and with all its proper expression.

Kein Stück, wenn es noch so schön und
vortrefflich ausgearbeitet ist, wird gefallen,
wenn nicht zu dessen Aufführung alle dazu
gehörigen Personen den besten Fleiss und alle
Geschicklichkeit beitragen.

No piece, even prepared beautifully and
admirably, will be satisfying if all involved
persons do not contribute their greatest
diligence and skill to it.
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Wenn nur in etwas nachlässig damit
umgegangen wird, da wird auch sofort der
Nachdruck wegfallen. Es wird schwach
werden, und sowohl dem Komponisten, als
dem Direktor und den übrigen Musikanten
mehr zum Schimpfe als zum Lobe gereichen.

The impression falls apart immediately if the
handling becomes only a little sloppy. It will
become weak, and the director and the other
musicians, as well as the composer, earn more
complaints rather than praise.

Man wird nunmehr aus allen diesen die
eigentliche Beschaffenheit eines Direktors
einer Musik ganz leicht erkennen, und
zugleich daraus ersehen, was die Aufführung
einer Musik befördern und erheben kann.

From all of these things, one will now be able
to easily recognize the real qualities of a
music director, and thereof simultaneously
very easily realize, what a musical
performance can promote and elevate.

Ich mache also hiermit Schluss nicht nur
dieser Materie, sondern auch dieses ganzen
Traktats, und überlasse alle meine bisherige
Betrachtungen dem vernünftigen und
bescheidenen Urteile meiner Leser.14

I therefore conclude, not only this matter, but
also this whole treatise, and leave all my
preceding observations to the reasonable and
humble judgment of my readers.

The success of a rehearsal, according to Scheibe, depends greatly on the method of
rehearsing while being accepted by the musicians: this leads into somewhat of a teaching
philosophy and its psychological approach which I can fully support. The concept of leading an
ensemble—besides all technical aspects—most often depends on the relationship between the
conductor and the musicians. A conductor must not only possess all technical aspects of leading
a group, but also must be an expert in dealing with a larger group.
That means that psychological aspects need to be considered just as much all others. One
must know how “his” orchestra family is constructed, one must know what the strong points are
as well as the weak points. One must be aware of an environment of heteronomy, and therefore it
is important to understand how one should talk to his orchestra members. One might compare his
own experiences made in his life: do not blame any mistake on others without first thinking,
what can I do better?

14

Ibid., 413-14.
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Besides the psychological skills, a conductor also must have a broad knowledge, and he
must study the score well. All these are aspects which makes a conductor a good leader, and
therefore will be accepted by his musicians. Scheibe talks about modesty: I believe this is
specifically important if one wants to become successful to any kind of leadership. The
conductor must employ much modesty and prudence in order that he may be preserved in his
regard. He always must submit a certain reason for his remarks. All this information, in my
opinion, clearly shows the importance of a Kapellmeister’s psychological skills. Let us now
continue with the last primary source of this topic, Heinrich Christoph Koch’s Musikalisches
Lexicon from 1802:
Heinrich Christoph Koch: Musikalisches Lexicon, 1802
Heinrich Christoph Koch (1749-1816), a German composer, author, theorist, violinist, and
Kapellmeister describes the function of a Kapellmeister in his Musikalisches Lexicon from 1802,
and it serves as a comparison with the abovementioned sources.
Der Kapellmeister ist das vornehmste Glied
oder der Vorsteher einer Kapelle.

The Kapellmeister is the highest member or
the head of an orchestra.

An Höfen, wo eine vollständige Kapelle, es
sei zur Kirchenmusik, oder zur Oper, oder zu
beiden zugleich, unterhalten wird, erteilt man
den Charakter eines Kapellmeisters
demjenigen Tonsetzer, der bestimmt ist, die
insbesondere für den Hof veranstalteten
Tonstücke zu komponieren, die übrigen
aufzuführenden Kunstprodukte zu wählen und
herbei zu schaffen, und bei der Ausführung
die Direktion der ganzen Musik zu
übernehmen.

At courts with full orchestra, whether
maintained for church music, opera, or for
both, the personality of a Kapellmeister is
given whoever composer who is determined
to compose especially for pieces at court. He
has to select and procure the remaining
artistic works which are to be performed, and
has to direct the entire music in the
performance.

Sowohl bei der Kirchenmusik als bei der
Oper, muss der Kapellmeister die Partitur des
auszuführenden Stückes vor sich haben, um
teils den Inhalt einer jeden Stimme
übersetzen, und alle Stimmen gehörig
zusammenhalten zu können, teils und

For both, church music and opera, the
Kapellmeister must have the score of the
performed piece in front of him, either to
translate the content of each voice and to hold
them together properly; or—in an
emergency—to be able to give the singers the
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insbesondere auch, um den Sängern bei den
Eintritten der Singstimmen nach
vorhergegangenen Pausen im Notfalle ein
Zeichen geben zu können.

entrance of the singing voices after a
preceding rest.

Bei der Kirchenmusik gibt er durch das ganze
Tonstück hindurch den Takt; bei der Oper
aber pflegt er gemeiniglich aus der Partitur
zugleich den Generalbass aus dem Flügel zu
spielen.

In church music, he gives the beat throughout
the whole piece. In opera though, he
maintains usually to play the figured bass on
the harpsichord and from the score, while
conducting at the same time.

In solchen Kapellen, wo nächst dem
Kapellmeister noch ein Konzertmeister oder
Anführer der Instrumentalmusik vorhanden
ist, überlässt der erste dem letzten
gemeiniglich die besondere Aufmerksamkeit
auf jede Partie der Instrumentalbegleitung und
heftet sein Hauptaugenmerk vorzüglich auf
die Singstimmen.

In such orchestras where even a
concertmaster or leader of the instrumental
music is present next to the Kapellmeister, the
Kapellmeister usually entrusts the particular
attention of the part of the instrumental
accompaniment to the concertmaster and will
focus exquisite on the vocal parts.

Als Tonsetzer, und insbesondere als
Tonsetzer für den Gesang, muss er nicht nur
ein vollkommener Kontrapunktist sein, das
heisst, er muss nicht nur den mechanischen
Teil der Setzkunst vollkommen in seiner
Gewalt haben, sondern auch die Sprache, in
welcher der Text, den er bearbeitet,
geschrieben ist, und die Prosodie derselben
vollkommen verstehen.

As a composer and especially as a vocal
composer he must not only be completely
skilled in counterpoint, that means, he must
not only understand the mechanical aspects of
this art of writing, but also the language in
which the text he is editing is written, and to
fully understand the prosody thereof.

Er muss Kenntnisse der Deklamation, er muss
Kenntnisse der Natur der Leidenschaften und
der Art, wie sie sich zu äussern und zu
modifizieren pflegen, besitzen.

He must possess knowledge of declamation,
he must have knowledge of the passion’s
nature and its art, and how they express and
modify.

Er muss zugleich selbst Sänger sein, zwar
nicht sowohl, in Rücksicht auf schöne
Stimme, als vielmehr in Rücksicht auf
richtigen und guten Gesang; dabei muss er die
Natur und Beschaffenheit aller im Orchester
gebräuchlichen Instrumente, und
insbesondere die Wirkung, die sie sowohl an
sich selbst, als auch in Beziehung auf
einander machen, genau kennen.

At the same time he must be a singer, not so
much in a manner of a beautiful voice but
rather with respect to correct and good
singing. Thereby, he must be fully aware on
the nature and quality of the common
orchestra’s instruments, and in particular
know exactly the effect [of the nature and
quality of the orchestra instruments,] both on
their own as well as in relation to each other.

Alle diese Kenntnisse sind jedoch nur erst
dassjenige, womit er ausgerüstet sein muss,
um seine Laufbahn mit sicherem Schritte
betreten zu können, und die zu seinem Amte

All this knowledge, however, is only that with
which he must be equipped to access his
career with secure footsteps, and to apply
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unumgänglich nötige Naturgabe, die man
Genie nennt, zweckmässig anzuwenden.

appropriately the essential required natural
gift for his position, which one calls genius.

Auch als Anführer des Orchesters liegem dem
Kapellmeister wichtige Pflichten ob, deren
Erfüllung viele Kenntnisse und gesammelte
Erfahrungen voraussetzen.

Also as leader of the orchestra, there belong
important duties to a Kapellmeister; its
fulfilment presuppose many skills and
collected experience.

Von ihm hängt alles ab, was zur guten
Ausführung der Kunstprodukte gehört; dahin
rechnet man vorzüglich, eine gute Stellung
der Stimmen, eine verhältnismässige
Besetzung derselben, reine
Zusammenstimmung der Instrumente,
vorzüglich aber das richtige einstudieren der
auszuführenden Tonstücke, welches die
richtige und gute Ausführung jeder
besonderen Stimme, und also alles, was zum
guten Vortrage gehört, voraussetzt.15

Everything that belongs to a good
performance of the products of art depends on
him; a good position of the voices, a
proportionate recruitment thereof, a pure
tuning of the instruments, but exquisitely the
accurate rehearsing of the executed works,
which an appropriate and excellent
performance of each particular voice, as well
as everything which belongs to a good
presentation implies.

Koch’s Musikalisches Lexicon was written significantly later than the treatises by Beer,
Mattheson, and Scheibe, and the difference is remarkable. Yet there are similarities with the
exception of Beer, all three of them point out the importance of a well-balanced orchestra, the
pure tuning and intonation, and efficient rehearsal. Those considerations go never out of fashion,
and underline these important aspects regarding orchestra direction and all its specifics, specifics
which were already being emphasized over 250 years ago.
Koch, who lived into the second decade of the nineteenth century, has some advantages
over his predecessors, since he experienced more diversity in ensemble direction. He divides his
treatise between court orchestras, church music, and opera, whereas Beer focused only on choir
direction. Scheibe went a step further in discussing the role of the music director, but still divided
the three styles of church, chamber, and theater conducting. He does not go into further detail on
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these three styles specifically, but emphasizes the skills a director must possess, such as
counterpoint, basic harmony, the nature of the keys, the use of intervals, and so on.
Koch gives us an insight into performance practice of the eighteenth century. Obviously,
he describes a Kapellmeister as a composer. Therefore we can conclude that composers often
were Kapellmeisters at the same time. He gives detailed information how court orchestras,
church music, and opera were directed. He mentions that the score has to be in front of the
Kapellmeister while directing either church music or opera. Apparently those two styles have
been treated differently: in church music the Kapellmeister beats time throughout the piece,
while in opera he is playing the figured bass on the harpsichord while conducting
simultaneously.
In both cases, he says, a Kapellmeister must take care of the instrumental parts as well as
the vocal parts. For directing a court orchestra he introduces the role of the concertmaster, which
means that we have a leadership between Kapellmeister and concertmaster. Koch explains that
the concertmaster’s duty is to take care of the instrumental parts, while the Kapellmeister is
concerned with all vocal parts. Therefore we have a double-leadership by having two separate
leaders at the same time.
With Koch’s source we are moving away from the traditional concept of directing which
has been focused on the sketchy descriptions of leading an ensemble with no specification, and
the majority of the discussion on the music director in general. His definitions of the three
different styles of court orchestra, church music, and opera build a perfect bridge to continue
from the role of a Kapellmeister to the role of a keyboardist-leader.
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Keyboardist-Leader
In the eighteenth century most orchestras were accompanied by a keyboard instrument.
The usual practice at that time was to direct from the organ, the harpsichord, or the piano.
Evidence about this performance practice comes from Carl Phillip Emanuel Bach (1714-1788),
who discusses in his Versuch über die wahre Art das Clavier zu spielen of 1753, that without the
accompaniment of a piano instrument, one cannot perform well. In paragraph 1-7 of his preface
he mentions the following:
Die Orgel, der Flügel, das Fortepiano und das
Clavichord sind die gebräuchlichsten
Klavierinstrumente zum Accompagnement.

The organ, harpsichord, pianoforte, and
clavichord are the keyboard instruments most
commonly used for accompaniment.

Die Orgel ist bei Kirchensachen, wegen der
Fugen, starken Chöre, und überhaupt der
Bindungen wegen unentbehrlich. Sie
befördert die Pracht und erhält die Ordnung.

The organ is indispensable in church music
with its fugues, large choruses, and sustained
style. It provides splendor and maintains
order.

Sobald aber in der Kirche Rezitative und
Arien vorkommen, so muss ein Flügel dabei
sein. Man hört leider mehr als zu oft, wie kahl
in diesem Falle die Ausführung ohne
Begleitung des Flügels ausfällt.

However, in all recitatives and arias in this
style, especially those in which a simple
accompaniment permits free variation on the
part of the singer, a harpsichord must be used.
The emptiness of a performance without this
accompanying instrument is, unfortunately,
made apparent to us far too often.

Es ist ausserdem beim Theater und in der
Kammer wegen solcher Arien und Rezitative
unentbehrlich.16

It is also [further] used [essential] for arias
and recitatives in chamber and theatrical
music.17

Let me first clarify Bach’s use of the different keyboard instruments and its names. In the
aforementioned paragraphs, he divides them into Orgel, Flügel, Fortepiano, and Clavichord. It
makes sense that Bach talks about organ, fortepiano, and clavichord, yet Flügel can have two

16
Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach, Versuch über die wahre Art das Clavier zu spielen, 5th ed. vol. 2 (Leipzig:
C. F. Kahnt, 1925), 1-2.
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Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach, Essay on the True Art of Playing Keyboard Instruments, trans. W. J.
Mitchell (New York: W. W. Norton, 1949), 127.
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different meanings: in the German language Flügel actually means a grand piano. In 1753, the
grand piano did not exist and C.P. E. Bach presumably refers to the harpsichord. The fortepiano
(invented by Bartolomeo Cristofori in 1700) is the instrument (with its hammer mechanism) that
we would call a piano. According to the Grove Dictionary, it was not until the latter half of the
eighteenth century that a clear and distinctive style for the piano began to appear. The clavichord
(invented in the early fourteenth century) was a very popular instrument for accompaniment
from the sixteenth to the eighteenth century.18 C.P. E. Bach underlines that a fortepiano and a
clavichord would accompany where “the biggest subtleties of taste appear” best, I assume the
reason is because they can produce a variety of dynamics.
For C.P.E. Bach it is relevant to accompany with a keyboard instrument especially in
theatres and for chamber music. He stresses the importance of a keyboard instrument in order to
accompany the singers in arias and recitatives. Interestingly however, is his recommendation for
any outdoor performances: today one cannot imagine performing in this manner because every
major orchestra all over the globe is amplified, a fact which I personally regret.
The keyboardist-leader was not only the conductor: he had administrative duties and had
to coach and accompany the singers, and often he was also the composer of the performed piece.
While performing, according to Spitzer and Zaslaw, the keyboardist-leader was also responsible
for the execution of the piece by giving the tempo at the beginning of a piece, and also to
maintain the given tempo.19
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In Italy, directing an opera from the harpsichord was fully established. There was a
tradition in which the continuo ensemble consisted of two harpsichords, with one on the left side
of the orchestra and the other on the right side each one surrounded by a group of bass
instruments. The left side was considered the more “noble” side of the theater. The instrument in
this position was the first harpsichord, from which the composer led the first three performances
of an opera. After that the local maestro di cappella took over. The harpsichord on the right side
of the orchestra was played by a secondary player—at first the local maestro, then, from the
fourth performance on, his assistant.20

Plate.3.0 Spitzer and Zaslaw, The Birth of the Orchestra: History of an Institution.
The reason for having two harpsichords is acoustic: the construction of an eighteenthcentury opera house was different than today: usually it was long and narrow and the audience
was much louder than in a modern opera performance. Having a continuo group on each side of

20
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the orchestra not only help the singers, the continuo itself with its bass line, rhythmic
construction, and harmony became audible to all who were involved in the production.21
One can understand that leading from the keyboard can result in some difficulties,
because the keyboardist did not double the orchestra where certain orchestra instruments played
melodies, the keyboard accompaniment was based on chordal progressions. Further, the
keyboardist often improvised while the orchestra musicians played from written parts.22 In
performances involving both chorus and orchestra, the duties were generally divided between the
Kapellmeister, who directed at the keyboard, and the concertmaster. The Kapellmeister was in
charge of the singers and accompanying the recitatives, while the leader was responsible for the
instrumentalists, which leads to our next topic, ensemble directing by a double-leadership.
Double-Leadership
The German musicologist Georg Schünemann (1884-1945) examined double-leadership
in his Geschichte des Dirigierens from 1913 and gave an insight on the performance practice of
this type of direction. He describes the double direction as follows:
Die Instrumentalmusik hatte die Violine an
die Spitze des Orchesters gestellt und ihrer
Stimme die Führung übertragen. Damit war
der erste Violinspieler neben dem
Klavieristen das wichtigste Mitglied einer
Kapelle geworden.

In instrumental music the violin was moved
to the top of the orchestra and assigned with
the direction. Thereby, the first violinist
became the orchestra’s most important
member besides the Kapellmeister.

Der Violindirektor, der an fürstlichen und
königlichen Höfen auch Konzertmeister
genannt wurde, war der Leiter der
Instrumentengruppen und der
Instrumentalmusik. Er sorgte für ein exaktes,
einheitliches Orchesterspiel, während die

The violin director who was also named
concertmaster at baronial and royal courts
was the leader of the instrumental group and
the instrumental music. He took care of an
exact and uniform orchestra playing while the
Kapellmeister was assigned with the overall
direction.
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Oberleitung in den Händen des
Kapellmeisters lag.
Dieser dirigierte Chor- und
Opernaufführungen, wählte die
aufzuführenden Stücke aus und bestimmte
Vortrag und Wiedergabe der Werke.

He [Kapellmeister] conducted choir and opera
performances, chose the performed pieces,
and defined performance and reproduction of
the works.

In Italien und Deutschland war er zugleich als
Komponist verpflichtet und musste den
lokalen Bedarf an neuen Musikstücken
decken.

In Italy and Germany he was composer at the
same time and must fulfill the local need of
new compositions.

Diese Doppeldirektion hielt sich in der Zeit
des erwachenden öffentlichen Konzertlebens,
als in jeder grösseren Stadt Deutschlands
Dilettantenorchester, Vereine zur Pflege der
Instrumentalmusik oder stehende Orchester
konzertierten, und blieb noch bis in die
Beethovensche Epoche.23

This double-direction took place in the
awakening of public concert life as there were
dilettante orchestras in every larger German
city and associations with its purpose of
fostering instrumental music. It remained
until Beethoven’s era.

It becomes clear that double leadership is a combination of two different institutions: a
court orchestra, traditionally led by a concertmaster, and a church choir, traditionally led from
the keyboard. When they combined them, the old leaderships remained intact, and a new system
needed to be worked out. The presumably most “democratic” agreement when it comes to a
performance is that it remains the same: the Kapellmeister focuses on the choir from the
keyboard and the concertmaster is responsible for the orchestra by giving cues from his chair. It
is obvious that this type of ensemble direction contains some difficulties since any direction by
two leaders at the same time might generate conflicts. Indeed, Schünemann explains the conflicts
which arose:
Die Direktion durch Kapellmeister und
Primgeiger brachte manche Misshelligkeiten
mit sich. Oft wollte der Konzertmeister in
Chor- und Opernaufführungen die
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Oberleitung übernehmen, oft wieder der
Cembalist in den Sinfonien. So kam es an
vielen Plätzen zu Meinungsverschiedenheiten
über die Bedeutung des Kapellmeister- und
Konzertmeisteramts.24

performances while the harpsichord player
[Kapellmeister] wanted the same in
symphonies. This ended with conflicts about
the significance of the function of a
Kapellmeister and a concertmaster.

As the orchestra developed and the keyboard instruments began to disappear the
ensemble directing with the keyboardist-leader did change to either the concertmaster or the
violinist-leader. The violinist-leader or the concertmaster was responsible to give time while
playing simultaneously.25 Let us continue with this kind of leadership and its function.
Violinist-Leader
The treatises by Johann Joachim Quantz and Leopold Mozart—written only four years
apart—present valuable sources in regard to performance practice in the eighteenth century.
Charles Burney and Johann Friedrich Reichardt give the reader additional insight into that
fascinating time period by providing their experiences of traveling through Europe in the 1770s.
An ensemble led by one violinist was a common type of direction. The duties of a violinistleader were somewhat numerous and contained general responsibilities which are directly related
to leading an ensemble: being responsible for the rehearsal, guiding the tuning of the
instruments, giving the appropriate tempo at the beginning and maintaining it through the piece,
giving cues to the singers and pay special attention to fill in missed entrances. Besides the duties
of leading, he was also responsible for the seating arrangement, and in the case of a disaster in a
performance, to rescue them.26
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The concept of leading an ensemble by the violin is supported by the German theorist
Johann Joachim Quantz (1697-1773). In his treatise Versuch einer Anweisung die Flöte
traversière zu spielen from 1752, he discusses the duties of the accompaniment while pointing
out that the violin is absolutely indispensable in the accompanying body:
Ob ein Anführer dieses oder jenes Instrument
spiele, könnte allenfalls egal sein. Weil aber
die Violine zum Accompagnement ganz
unentbehrlich und auch durchdringender ist
als kein anderes von denen Instrumenten die
am meisten zur Begleitung gebraucht werden,
so ist es besser, wenn der die Violine spielt.

Whether a leader plays this instrument or
another may be of no importance. Since,
however, the violin is indispensable for
accompanying and also more penetrating than
any other instruments used for the
accompaniment, it will be better if he plays
the violin.

Doch ist es eben keine dringende
Notwendigkeit, dass er die Fähigkeit besitzen
muss besondere Schwierigkeiten auf seinem
Instrument hervorzubringen: denn dieses
könnte man allenfalls denen überlassen, die
sich nur durch das gefällige Spielen zu
unterscheiden versuchen, deren man auch
genug findet. Besitzt aber ein Anführer auch
dieses Verdienst, so ist er desto mehrere Ehre
wert.27

Yet it is precisely not an urgent necessity that
he must possess the ability to produce
particular difficulties on his instrument,
because that could one leave it to those who
simply play for its pleasure, whose one might
find plenty. Though, if a leader also possesses
this merits, the more worthy of honor.

Quantz emphasizes that it is not important that the violin leader possesses all the skills a
solo player does; it is more relevant that he is able to play over all others by having a pervasive
sound. Apparently this was a part of performance practice at that time: four years after Quantz’s
publication, Leopold Mozart (1719-1787) opens an additional point in regard of violin playing
and the relation to ensemble playing. In his Versuch einer gründlichen Violinschule from 1756,
he says:
Übrigens müssen bei einer Musik, wenn sie
anders gut sein solle, alle die
Zusammenspielenden einander wohl beachten

Furthermore, while making music all
ensemble players must observe each other
carefully, and especially watch the leader. Not
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und sonderheitlich auf ihren Anführer sehen;
damit sie nicht nur zugleich anfangen;
sondern damit sie beständig in gleichem
Tempo, und mit gleichem Ausdruck spielen.
Es gibt gewisse Passagen bei derer
Abspielung man leicht ins eilen gerät.28

only to begin together, but more so to play in
the same tempo and expression steadily. In
playing, there are certain passages which it is
easy to rush.

Both Quantz and Mozart emphasize the leader, yet there is a difference. Quantz
underlines that the violin is “indispensable” for accompanying and stresses the advantages of the
instrument’s pervasive sound. Mozart, however, has a different point of view. One notices that
he refers that “all the ensemble-players must observe each other carefully, and especially the
leader.” I cannot emphasize enough the importance of the first part of Mozart’s statement. How
true is it in every circumstance of ensemble playing, that one must listen to each other all the
time. If one is taking it to heart it is nothing more than simply making chamber music, it does not
matter if the ensemble is led by a conductor or a violinist-leader as Quantz and Mozart referred
to.
Charles Burney (1726-1814), an English music historian, composer, and musician,
travelled from England through France, Switzerland, and Italy in 1770 and observed the musical
circumstances there. He collected all his experiences and impressions in his book The Present
State of Music in France and Italy. In his memories Burney discusses the Italian “academia”
which apparently was an ensemble of amateurs. The performance was led by the master of the
house, who played the first violin:
The first I went to was composed entirely of dilettanti; il padrone, or the master of the
house, played the first violin, and had a very powerful hand; there were twelve or fourteen
performers, among whom were several good violins; there were likewise two German
flutes, a violoncello, and small double basses; they executed, reasonably well, several of
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our Bach’s symphonies, different from those printed in England: all the music here is in
manuscript.29
Johann Friedrich Reichardt (1752-1814), a German composer, writer, and music critic,
published two volumes of his Briefe eines aufmerksamen Reisenden die Musik betreffend in 1774
and 1776. These letters are summaries of his extended travels to Italy, Austria, England, and
France. In volume 1 Reichardt talks about violin-direction and its specifics:
Der Anführer hat gewisse praktische
Kleinigkeiten zu bemerken die ihm höchst
nötig sind. Zuerst muss er sich auf sein
Instrument verlassen können; er muss sicher
sein, dass es die übrigen an Stärke übertrifft;
allein dieses ist noch nicht genug, um 18
andere Violinen und so viele Stimmen mehr
überschreien zu können, sondern er muss
auch einen Arm haben, der mehr gilt als die
Übrigen; das heisst, er muss bei einem
deutlichen und kräftigen Vortrage alle
Vorteile seinem Instrumente uns sich selbst
erlernen wodurch er seinen Ton so viel als
möglich verstärken und durchdringend
machen kann.

The leader has to notice certain practical
details which are absolutely necessary. At
first, he must can rely on his instrument; he
must be sure that it will surpass the strength
of the sound of others. This alone is not
enough to over-play 18 violins or voices, but
he also must possess an arm [bowed arm]
which matters more than the others. That
means in a precise and powerful performance
he must know his instrument’s advantages
and how it can increase the sound and make it
more penetrative.

Um bei dem Anfange des Stücks den Übrigen
die Bewegungen recht deutlich und
vernehmlich zu machen, hatte Pitzhändel die
Angewohnheit, bei den ersten Takten
während dem Spiel die Bewegung mit dem
Hals und Kopf der Violine angegeben. Waren
es 4/4 so bewegte er die Violine einmal
abwärts, dann hinauf, dann zur Seite und
wieder hinauf; waren es 3/4 so bewegte er sie
einmal hinunter, dann zur Seite und wieder
hinauf.

To make the beginning of a piece clear and
audible to the others, Pitzhändel’s30
[obviously he is referring to a violinist-leader]
habit was to move his neck and head at the
first couple of measures while playing. If
there were 4/4-meters he moved his violin
down, up, to the side and again up; in a 3/4meter he moved it down, to the side, and
again up.
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Wollte er das Orchester mitten im Stück
anhalten, so strich er nur die ersten Noten
jedes Taktes an um diesen desto mehr Kraft
und Nachdruck geben zu könne, und
dazwischen hielt er sich zurück.

If he wanted to stop the orchestra right in the
middle of a piece, he only played the first
notes of each measure [on the violin] to give
more strength and emphasis. In between he
kept himself back.

Ein jeder achtsamer Anführer muss beständig
aufmerksam sein solche Vorteile zu finden,
wozu ihm sehr oft verschiedene Vorfälle
Gelegenheit geben, wenn er nur Acht darauf
gibt.31

Any attentive leader must consistent be
mindful to find such advantages, for he will
often find possibilities if he simply would pay
attention.

Reichardt points out that the leader’s instrument must be louder than the sound of tutti
players. In my opinion this can result in a somewhat unbalanced performance. He is saying that
the leader has to figure out how he can increase the sound and make it more pervasive. I am not
sure if this would fit the composer’s intention of the piece. The statement that a leader named
“Pitzhändel” only played the first notes of each measure and rested between is of practical
advice: to make the directing more efficient he marked the beats indicated by moving his
instrument and body, much as C.P.E. Bach advises for the keyboardist-leader. If one possible
violinist-leader focuses on this advice the performance would become even more authentic rather
than overplay the passages. Further evidence of the violin direction is found in Robert
Schönfeld’s Jahrbuch der Tonkunst von Wien und Prag from 1796, where he praises
concertmaster Kreibig from the Hofkapelle in Vienna as a role model of this type of direction:
Wenn er sein Orchester dirigiert, sind alle
Bogen nur ein Bogen, alle Töne nur ein Ton,
und alles scheint vom gleichen Feuer belebt
zu sein. Da geht nicht die kleinste Nuance
verloren, das unmerklichste Piano schwebt in
der genauesten Stufenfolge zum höchsten
Forte, oder springt durch die stärkste

When he directs his orchestra, all bows are
simply one, all notes sound like one, and
everything seems to be enlivened by the same
fire [enthusiasm]. There is not the slightest
nuance lost, the most imperceptive piano
levitates gradually into the highest forte
accurately or jumps through the strongest
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Schwungkraft von Extremität zu Extremität,
je nachdem es die Gelegenheit erfordert. Ihn
kann man am besten als Muster der oft so
leicht geachteten Direktionskunst aufstellen.32

momentum from one extreme to another,
depending on the occasion it demands. He can
serve as a model to the often underrated art of
direction.

One of the renowned violinist-leaders of the late Baroque was Arcangelo Corelli (16531713). Corelli, who was trained as a violinist in Bologna, organized and directed orchestras and
composed music for them from about 1680 until his retirement in 1709. He is of greater interest
since he can be named as a major figure in the increase of violin-direction and the general
preference for violin literature which arose all over in Europe at the beginning of the eighteenth
century.33 He concentrated his energies on performing, building up his reputation as a violinist,
while still composing a large amount of orchestral music. As Jon Spitzer and Neal Zaslaw have
memorably described it, “he was not simply a composer or simply a violin virtuoso. He was
composer, conductor, contractor, soloist, orchestra leader, and musical personality all rolled up
in one—the seventeenth-century equivalent of a modern bandleader.”34
In his A General History of Music, a compendium of observations published in four
volumes between 1776 and 1789, Charles Burney mentions a discussion he had with one of his
Italian friends. The memorandum actually quoted the Italian violinist and composer Francesco
Geminiani (1687-1762), who studied under Allesandro Scarlatti (1660-1725). Apparently,
Geminiani asked Scarlatti what he thought about Corelli, and he answered that:
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he found nothing greatly to admire in his compositions, but was extremely struck with the
manner in which he played his concertos, and his nice management of his band, the
uncommon accuracy of whose performance, gave the concertos an amazing effect, and that
their bows should all move exactly together, all up, or all down; so that at his rehearsals,
which constantly preceded every public performance of his concertos, he would
immediately stop the band if he discovered one irregular bow.35
Talking about bowings and that the string players should play with the same bowings is
an interesting point since it is strongly related to a deeper and more detailed organization of the
orchestra, no matter if it is directed by a violinist-leader, a Kapellmeister, keyboardist, or
conductor. The aforementioned statements of Quantz, who stresses the importance of the violin
as an indispensable accompanimental instrument; Mozart, who believes that playing together in a
steadily tempo is necessary while always watching the leader; and Reichardt, who gives
suggestions on how violin-direction can be done, culminates with Corelli as an example of a
violinist-leader who actually was aware of unified playing with his string instruments is
absolutely imperative if one wants to study pieces and perform them in the way they were
originally performed.
In other words, it can be seen as a turning point towards a modernization of orchestra
playing with a constant desire for more efficient music making. All these thoughts have led me
to some ideas regarding the possibilities of how ensemble playing could potentially be treated in
the twenty-first century. There is a short analysis and discussion of the two different approaches
between modern and historically informed performance practice. Additionally, there are several
possible scenarios for applying historically informed conducting (HIC) that to my knowledge
does not exist in present day terminology. This will be discussed in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS: TOWARD A PROSPECT OF HISTORICALLY INFORMED
CONDUCTING
Before I begin with the prospect of historically informed conducting, I wish to review the
aforementioned types of ensemble direction and its various forms. The discussion regarding
different types of ensemble direction in the eighteenth century exposed the performance practice
with the presentation and the function of a Kapellmeister, the practice of double-leadership with
Kapellmeister and concertmaster, directing from the keyboard, and the direction executed by a
violinist-leader. All four types of ensemble direction were most common in church, court, and
theatres in Europe. In addition to these four types, pure time-beating, which was discussed in
Chapter 1, was still common in the eighteenth century.
It is evident that our concept of a conductor in a modern sense did not exist in the
eighteenth century, and the baton conductor can be seen as a creation of the first half of the
nineteenth century.36 Some prominent representatives of the nineteenth-century baton conductor
were Carl Maria von Weber (1786-1826), Ludwig Spohr (1784-1559), and Gaspare Spontini
(1774-1851). The German composer, conductor, pianist, guitarist, and critic Carl Maria von
Weber can be regarded as one of the first successful conductors using a baton, and was literally
the first known conductor in a real sense.37 In 1817, according to the American musicologist
Elliot W. Galkin, Carl Maria von Weber first introduced the baton to his musicians and singers at
the opera house in Dresden. This event took place three years before Ludwig Spohr conducted in
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London with a baton.38 Therefore, we can conclude that conducting ensembles before the
nineteenth century was still executed by a time-beater. The development of conducting patterns
were the invention of the French harpsichordist, teacher, and composer Michel de Saint-Lambert
(?-?), the French composer and musician Michel Pignolet de Montéclair (1667-1737), and the
French musician Henri-Louis Choquel (1702-1767). The gestures were an attempt to improve the
time-beating technique, and were a developmental step toward the approach that emerges later in
the nineteenth century with the technique used by Weber, Berlioz, and Wagner.
By considering and comparing all the different types of ensemble direction in regard to
the performance practice of the eighteenth century to the present day, some similarities and
differences are noticeable. To build a bridge from the eighteenth-century practices into the
twenty-first century, there arise some questions: do we fulfill the original conception of how
these pieces were performed then? Can we satisfy the composer’s intention of the piece? Do we
decide to perform the piece in a modern approach, or does it make more sense to perform it in a
historically informed manner? Why do we not see or hear about historically informed
conducting? Would it not be interesting to not only perform in a historically informed way but
also to conduct it in historically appropriate fashion? Can historically informed conducting be
done at all, and if so, how does it affect the music? All these questions have been on my mind
and led me to attempt to apply the different types of ensemble direction of the eighteenth century
in the twenty-first century.
Before examining the prospect of historically informed conducting, it is necessary to take
a look at the historically informed performance (HIP). There has been an immense amount of
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research regarding historically informed performance, a movement that gathered strength
throughout the twentieth century, and became a musical force to be reckoned with in the 1970s.
The need to rethink performance of earlier music (especially Renaissance, Baroque, and
early Classical music) appeared because there was a trend of romanticizing music that began
with Wagner and Weingartner39 and continued into the 1970s. The orchestration was bigger than
it was in earlier times, tempi were chosen indiscriminately, often much slower than indicated by
the composer, and string players engaged in the ahistorical habit of adding vibrato to every single
note regardless of stylistic considerations. Thanks to the research of scholars, conductors, and
musicians who have discovered testimonies, writings, correspondence from contemporary
witnesses, and other evidence as to how the music was performed, performance practice has
changed.
What strikes me, however, is the fact that when early music is historically performed, the
director still conducts in a modern style. Would it not be worth considering a new term named
HIC, “historically informed conducting?” To perform a late Baroque piece in a historical fashion
but also to conduct it in a historical way would be highly interesting. Let us go through the five
types of ensemble direction in order of ascending complexity and by an analysis of its use
nowadays and how it can be incorporated into the prospect of historically informed conducting.
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Time-beating
As we have seen, the time-beating technique was still common throughout the eighteenth
century: it developed gradually and the idea of incorporating a horizontal motion was relatively
late. One of the reasons time-beating needed to be developed is certainly associated to the rise of
larger ensembles that needed special coordination, which is especially the case in the
combination of orchestra and choral institutions. The research on recent historically informed
performances with a direction by explicit time-beating revealed that this technique is no longer
used. A possible reason might be that time-beating was considered acceptable for rehearsing a
piece, but roundly ridiculed in performance (see Chapter 1, Johann Beer, Musicalische Discurse,
p. 30-34, and Johann Adolph Scheibe, Der critische Musikus, p. 34-36). Or has it simply become
old-fashioned because every modern conductor prefers to conduct with the advantages of the
twenty-first century conducting technique? Would the musical result be unsatisfactory if the
ensemble was led by using the time-beating technique?
In addition to the already successful practice of directing a historically informed
ensemble by a keyboardist-leader and a violinist-leader, it would be interesting to think about
implementing a time-beater. It would be worthwhile comparing an ensemble performance by
recording it in three different ways: First, rehearse, perform, and record the piece with the
ensemble and conduct it in the modern way. After the recording is finished, choose a different
ensemble by exchanging the personnel entirely, and rehearse, perform, and record the exact same
piece as before, but now in the first way of time-beating with either stomping on the floor with a
long stick or your foot, or tapping on the music stand, as described above. Finally, re-arrange the
ensemble’s personnel again, and follow the same procedure with the same piece, but change the
direction by applying the second way of time-beating, namely by conducting in an only vertical
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manner. In the end, you are provided with three different versions of the same piece, conducted
and led by three different styles of directing and conducting: the result might be fascinating.
Since not many cities have enough highly trained early-music players to assemble three
experimental orchestras, I am aware that this experiment would not be practical: I see this more
attainable for a project ensemble. As we have seen earlier, Johann Adolph Scheibe (1708-1776)
and Carl Ludwig Junker (1748-1797) suggested that one should restrict the time-beating
technique to rehearsals and avoid it in performance. This would open another possibility: timebeating in rehearsal, and when proceeding to the performance, let the ensemble be directed by a
keyboardist-leader, or a violinist-leader—a common concept back then. I am providing two
scenarios how an ensemble could be directed by incorporating the time-beating technique. The
first experiment provides a possible way of leading the ensemble in the following approach:
1. Do not use a modern baton.
2. Use a long stick with a length of approximately four feet or longer.
3. Become accustomed to “stomp” with this long stick loudly on the floor and focus on
a moderate and steady tempo.
4. Collect an ensemble for a rehearsal and attempt to apply the stomping while the
musicians play their music.
5. Do not stomp through the whole piece: decide where it is needed the most, e.g. at the
beginning of the piece, with the appearance of a tempo change, or at the end of the
piece.
6. Bind a handkerchief to the top of the stick, preferably with a bright color so the
musicians can recognize it easier.
7. If no such stick is available, the time-beater may just stomp with his foot on the floor.
To make the sound more audible, one may use a hard wooden board underneath.
8. Instead of using the stick, you also could tap on the wooden (not metal) music stand.
9. Compare how the result of using a long stick and with tapping on the music stand
differs.
This idea of beating time which we saw in earlier practice can be a valuable experiment.
There is one question which remains: how would it affect the music? It certainly would change
the performance experience. We would need to change our approach and understanding of what
a performance should or could be like. Our modern way of “polishing” every single note to the
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highest extent, playing every passage with as much expression as possible, needs to be
reconsidered. It is obvious that the treatments of improving the sound were not the primary focus
of an ensemble directed by a time-beater. Consequently, we need to ask ourselves: do we want to
focus on an expressive and nice sound in a romantic period manner, or do we want it to perform
authentically, for instance with less vibrato? And could it be both, if only we change our
aesthetics and our approach slightly? Especially in the case of the aforementioned attempt to
incorporate the time-beating technique in a present-day performance, it is obvious that the
performance will become more rudimentary, and noticeably noisier. But, we cannot neglect that
this practice of directing an ensemble was a tradition for hundreds of years, and in my opinion,
one should not just leave it out by simply thinking this does not work anymore or does not fit our
modern idea of performing music.
The second way of incorporating time-beating is provided in an actual conducting
manner, however, most importantly, with only a vertical motion. It could be done as follows:
1. Do not use a modern baton.
2. You may want to use a roll of paper, or a piece of wood (see chapter 1, Johann Beer,
Musicalische Discurse, p. 30-34).
3. Conduct your musicians while standing in front of them.
4. Do not use any horizontal conducting motions: everything has to be vertical. This will
take some time to get used to; try to conduct all ordinary meters vertically in front of a
mirror first, before assembling the musicians.
5. Think about a possible division of the conducting patterns according to the sources which
are provided by Agricola, Loulié, and Rousseau in Chapter 1 of this dissertation.
6. Do not show any expressive gestures: focus on a strict vertical beating.
7. Try to concentrate on the rudimentary “playing together concept” by indicating the downand up-beats.
8. Encourage the string players to play without vibrato, if possible, let them use baroque
bows. If those aren’t available, ask them to play in the middle of the bow, and to avoid
the tip and the frog.
9. The bowing should mostly be unorganized; that means each string player should play the
up-bow or down-bow as he wishes. Do not bow the individual parts beforehand.
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This way of incorporating the time-beating technique is one step closer to conducting in a
modern sense, yet it is still treated as time-beating as the conductor is limited to conduct with
vertical gestures only. We can again ask ourselves the same question, how would it affect the
music? Compared to the first way of time-beating with noisy auxiliaries as mentioned above, the
result of the performance executed in a vertical-only conducting style, would be closer to a
modern approach. Nonetheless, not as polished as the modern approach to conducting; the focus
would probably lie more on rhythmic stability rather than on a pleasing and well-balanced sound
with smooth and long phrases.
Violinist-Leader
An ensemble led by a violinist-leader is common in the twenty-first century, and this
practice is increasing in popularity. This is especially the case for chamber orchestras that either
prefer to work without a conductor or believe that the orchestra being led by one of their own
instrumentalists leads to a more authentic, intimate, or flexible performance than having a
conductor in front of them. Violinist-leaders not only appear in historically informed ensembles,
but also in modern chamber orchestras. This style of ensemble direction certainly has many
advantages: if the violinist-leader directs the ensemble, he is as close to his colleagues as one can
be. He has the opportunity to play along with them, lead their bowing technique by showing
where they should play (for instance in the middle of the bow, on the frog, or near the
fingerboard). In case of an ensemble with incorporated woodwinds and brass, it might be
different: generally, this group of musicians is not trained to be directed by a violinist-leader.
Questions may arise regarding cueing, breathing places, articulation, precise note placement.
These topics might be challenging for a string player and vice versa for the wind and brass
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player. Nevertheless, there exist wonderful institutions of period instrument ensembles which
have become highly recognized for historically informed performances.
The Academy of Ancient Music (AAM) is a British period instrument chamber orchestra
academy focusing on historically informed performance practice, and was founded in 1973 by
the harpsichordist Christopher Hogwood (1941-2014). The Academy of Ancient Music often
invites guest violinists who are appointed to play a solo concerto and direct the orchestra. The
Russian violinist Alina Ibragimova (b. 1985) collaborated with the orchestra in 2012 and
performed works by Bach, Biber, and Vivaldi. Interesting excerpts of the actual rehearsal process
are available on YouTube. It is fascinating to observe what the orchestra and Ibragimova
achieved in their collaboration. Musicians from the orchestra were asked how they would
describe the relationship between the orchestra and Alina Ibragimova.
I believe the answers to be very honest. They support the advantages of this leadership in
a straightforward manner: “the rehearsal process is incredibly refreshing; she plays and we listen
and try to apply what she does; it involves listening to each other in a different way than we
necessarily do with a director who is more verbal; it is nice because she does it with her violin
rather than by talking, it is more direct; she doesn’t try to force an idea in the orchestra but rather
the way she plays, she invites the orchestra naturally; she seems to be trusting other people.”40
These statements are valuable as they confirm the orchestra members’ appreciation for this style
of directing.
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A German example of a modern chamber orchestra led by a violinist is the
Kammerorchester ohne Dirigenten Dresden (KOD), founded in 1967 as a student orchestra.
Since 2002, the ensemble has been under the leadership of the violinist Olaf Spies.41 They give
annual concerts and are also successful with a type of violin direction. The project orchestra
Spira Mirabilis, based in Italy and assembled by a group of professional musicians, also performs
without a conductor. The concept of this orchestra, however, differs in that every single musician
has the same right to say something related to interpretation in rehearsals. This is another
interesting idea of direction which goes even a step further than the two others we have seen
above. For further research it would be interesting to observe and analyze how the concept of
Spira Mirabilis works: presumably it is more time consuming since there is not a clear leaderensemble musician concept, which results in a more democratic system.42
Perhaps the most famous modern ensemble without conductor is the New York-based
Orpheus Chamber Orchestra, founded in 1972, which has won several Grammy Awards. I
believe this is a unique modern orchestra in the sense of being successful in the way that their
collaboration is based on a democratic leadership in which every single musician can provide
ideas in regard to interpretation, while still under the guidance of a violinist-leader. Their selfdescribed concept of achieving excellence is interesting: “musical democracy in its most
enlightened form—a true collaboration in which every player can voice his or her own ideas.”43
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Keyboardist-Leader
Directing from the keyboard is still in use and it brings certain benefits: if a conductor
possesses abilities to play a keyboard instrument, he can directly lead a performance from it, just
as we have seen above with the violinist-leader. This is especially valuable in performing operas
and oratorios, where he can play the continuo part during recitatives, and if needed, can also
conduct from the instrument. The Italian tradition in opera by performing with two harpsichords
is not common anymore, possibly because modern opera houses and theatres are much better
constructed in acoustics, so that two harpsichords are no longer necessary.
Keyboardist-leader performances have become quite prominent again over the past forty
years and can be observed in several places in which great effort in this regard has been made.
The English Concert has been directed from the harpsichord since it was established in 1972.44
The founder of The English Concert, the British harpsichordist Trevor Pinnock (b. 1946), a
pioneer in historically informed performance, directed this ensemble from the harpsichord from
1972-2003. Today it is led by the British conductor and harpsichordist Harry Bicket (b. 1961),
who most recently published an interesting article that gives valuable insights as to how he
works with an orchestra in an effort to get a period-perfect sound. He also discusses subjects
such as tempo, bowings, the use of open strings, and tuning.45
Bicket offers unique masterclasses for harpsichordist-directors in which he works with
them on baroque repertoire.46 He points out the challenges and difficulties of this type of
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leadership. Bicket says that directing from a harpsichord is tricky, because the leader must do
many things at the same time, such as cutting off the instruments, playing the last chord on the
end of the page before turning it, bringing in a new tempo, and so on. I believe such
masterclasses are a great asset for all conductors who are interested in keyboard directing.
Christopher Hogwood was also a protagonist of directing from the harpsichord with his
Academy of Ancient Music (AAM). This type of ensemble direction is prominently used and can
be regarded as a combination of historically informed performance and historically informed
conducting. The next type we are going to discuss is the double-leadership.
Double-Leadership
The eighteenth century practice of double-leadership, with a Kapellmeister leading from
the harpsichord while taking care of the singers and the chorus, plus a concertmaster who leads
the instrumentalists, has been revived by a number of historically informed ensembles in recent
decades. One prominent example is the Netherlands Bach Ensemble’s ambitious project, begun
in 2013, to perform and record all works of J.S. Bach on video. The period ensemble decided to
publish a new recording every week. The artistic director of the All of Bach ensemble Jos van
Veldhoven (b. 1952) conducts the majority of the performances. Many of their recordings show a
great collaboration between the conductor and the concertmaster, clearly corresponding to
double-leadership concept.
In the performance of Bach’s cantata Ich steh mit einem Fuss im Grabe, BWV 156, for
instance, the Danish harpsichordist Lars Ulrik Mortensen (b. 1955) is conducting while playing
the harpsichord, and the Japanese violinist Shunske Sato (b. 1984), who is the principal violin
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player in this performance, clearly takes duties as leader as well.47 Therefore, we can conclude
that the eighteenth-century concept of double-leadership is still in use.
For modern ensembles who don’t use period instruments, the situation is different. The
common way of a double-leadership concept in modern orchestras is the collaboration between
two conductors. One will find this concept in larger productions such as operas, where an
assistant conductor is actively involved with backstage duties, for example conducting a chorus
or a band backstage. It also makes sense in large oratorios or symphonies, where singers and
chorus are involved. It is obvious that this also requires a collaboration in the process of
preparation: organizing the rehearsals, talking about specifics such as tempi, language of the text
with its proper pronunciation, and so on.
The reason why double-leadership—besides the aforementioned applications—is not
often used in modern orchestras is, in my opinion, simple: performing with two conductors at the
same time would become confusing and difficult for all musicians and singers. It could further
lead into conflicts and controversial discussions about style and interpretation. A modern
conductor is in charge of interpretation and the individuality of the performance, therefore this
duty can’t practically be split. Let us now continue with the last type of direction, the
Kapellmeister.
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Kapellmeister
The duties of a Kapellmeister in the eighteenth century were immense and are not
comparable to duties with which a twenty-first century ensemble director is confronted: he had
responsibilities to compose music, to train musicians (especially singers), to look for instruments
and written parts, to observe concert venues, to lead the Kapelle in rehearsals and performances,
to play the keyboard instrument, and to ensure good behavior of his musicians. He was further
responsible for all related duties to personnel management. Nowadays, the duties of a conductor
are much reduced, or rather dispersed: he or she is not expected to compose the repertory,
personnel management is normally left to another office, and the musicians—whether in
academia or the professional world—are expected to come already equipped and trained.
Besides the decrease of duties, it is important to understand that the title of a
Kapellmeister in the twenty-first century has since been repurposed for opera conductors who do
have multiple duties, but not exactly in the same way as in the eighteenth century. Let us
examine the role of a modern European Kapellmeister. As mentioned before, this title is strictly
given to an opera conductor. The profession of this craftsmanship has its roots predominantly in
Germany: the formal Kapellmeister training still exists, and the curriculum varies substantially
from that of the symphonic conductor’s training.
The main difference between the Kapellmeister and an orchestra conductor is the ability
and necessity of being highly proficient in piano. A typical Kapellmeister career will consist of a
long stretch of accompanying and vocal coaching: the title of Kapellmeister will not be given
until the person reaches the point of being able to lead an entire production and is actually
appointed as opera conductor. All preceding accompanying duties a young conductor is
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“burdened with” are basic requirements in order to become a Kapellmeister. This is what is still
often referred to as the “traditional” way of learning this craft.
In historically informed ensembles one can observe a certain overlap between the various
duties the Kapellmeister initially had in the eighteenth century and the execution nowadays. The
keyboardist-leader concept, as described above, is directly related as it entails some of the main
duties of a Kapellmeister. In our case, this opens up two possibilities: first, it does not matter if
you want to describe the role of the British harpsichordist Harry Bicket as a Kapellmeister who
plays the harpsichord and simultaneously conducts, or second, as an example of a keyboardistleader who is executing his direction directly from the instrument. Both types in this case overlap
each other. We therefore have somewhat of a “hybrid” Kapellmeister: the Kapellmeister, who
still functions as leader of a period instrument ensemble by conducting and playing the
harpsichord (or other keyboard instruments) at the same time; and the German Kapellmeister
leading an opera production in modern conducting style, being supplemented by an accompanist.
In my opinion, there is room for further experimentation: why does a late Baroque Italian
opera production have to be directed in a modern conducting style? Why not apply a historically
informed direction method to a late Baroque Italian opera into our modern musical life? The
rehearsal process could be supported by two harpsichords, the first played by the Kapellmeister,
and the other by his or her assistant. Or, the Kapellmeister plays the harpsichord and the
concertmaster focuses on leading the instrumentalists. This could be a valuable experiment for
all involved, and I am convinced that this idea—along with the necessary studies of the
historically informed performance society’s research—would fulfill its purpose.
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With my application of historical direction traditions to present-day performances, I tried
to assess the current situation around historically informed performances, and to provide
thoughts and ideas on how to incorporate historically informed conducting into a genre of music
that fascinates me. I would be more than thankful if one becomes interested in this particular
experiment; I believe it would represent valuable input on the research of historically informed
conducting. While I have yet to gather experiences and conduct practical studies of how my
approach would actually affect the musical result, the rehearsal process, as well as the
relationship between ensemble and leader, I am convinced that it would lead towards a better
understanding of the music, and the time and traditions it was performed in.
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